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Notice Pertaining to School Speaker Clark Urges Pas A Democratic Tribute for New Mexico Good Roads
Convention
Andrews
sage of Three Year HomeMatter
Bill
spite
stead
all
of
Whereas,
the last session of
has
been
that
in
Regular school elections will
Good Roads AsMexico
adversely
New
his
to
election
the
said
bo held in each and every school
Washington, March 20. -- The
Mon-dstrong
adjonrned
to hold its
a
sociation
man,
a
with
is
Andrew!
house devoted today to a bill
At the democratic cily dele- district in this county on
during
meeting
the sucstrong
behind
next
of
him
record
a
as hereto- liberalizing the homestead laws
, April 1st, 1912,
gate convention hold last nighi
legislaaccomplished
ceeding
the
of
session
New
for
Clothings
by reducing from five to three '
at the court house and composed fore, with the exception of
Mexico,
of
concensus
the
and
and
ture:
years the period of residence re
of 10 detonates from each ward vis school district No. 1.
on one quired sn public land to prove opinions among leading Demowill
Epch
vote
district
Whereas, The subject of good
resulted in a bolt when the
throughout
is,
state
the
crats
roads is assuming increased imname of E. II. Hart was put be- or more school directors and title.
is
as
long
state
sure
as
vote
that
will
the
portance in this state, and the
The homesteaders may absent
fore the convention for a vote by part of the districts
Distention Arises In Democratic Convention Over
the Nomination of
Mayor

District Court
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for Curry

c
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Monday the spring term of
district court for Curry county
began with Judge E. C. Abbott
of Santa m on the bench. Jas.
Hall assistsnt district attorney
representing the state. Judge
McCiure and district attorney
K. K. Scott Rave been holding a

long session of court at Portales
meeting of said association and and will probably clear the docfive months each
acclamation, W. D. McFW im- on a change
a general convention of those in- ket before leaving for Carlsbad
The
year from their claims.
mediately arose and proposed
The New Mexico Constitution legislation making less drastic
terested in highways should be where a term of court will be
that the meeting adjourn until
must,
held in time to present proper held.
the existing laws governing setnext day. Mis motion was provides that each district
five
recommendations to the legislatlement has been sought for
ted down and a standing vote hereafter, have at least
year.
ture sufficiently early to secure Bonus System to Hold Good.
years.
gave Mr. Hart the nomination. months of school each
vote the
favorable action :
The nan.es of A. J. Whiting, Districts that fail to
The first time this session,
Topeka. Kansas, March 14.
not
special tax and do
Now Therefore, I, William C.
B. D. Oldham, D. D. Swearing-an- d limit of
took the floor and
SpeakeClark
officials of the AtchiMechanical
McDonald, Governor of the State
placed have enough funds to run for urged the passage of the bill.
C. V. Steed were
Topeka
and Santa Fe railson,
disorganized.
may be
of New Mexico, do issue this
before the house but each of five months
He said it embraced legislation
deny the ruTopeka
way
in
Qualifications for voters:
proclamation announcing that a
whom declined in succession.
greatest importance to
of
the
to
effect
that the bothe
mor
Resident of state for one year
state good roads conference will
country. He pointed
Vote for city clerk:
whole
the
will
be
system
abolished in
nus
Resident of county for three out
be held in the city of Santa Fe,
Ward 1. Baker 0, Burns 2,
that the existing law was
in
company
shops
of
the
the
months.
New Mexico, on the third day
deBayless 1.
parts
on
of
Topeka
other
and
precinct for one so rigid that it was driving
of
Resident
of April, A. D. 1912.
Ward 2. Baker 4, Burns 4,
sirable Americans to Canada
the line. On the other hand
month.
All boards of county commis
had been
Bayless 2.
the officials insist that the bonus
Male voters must hold a poll and that thousands
sioners, mayors and councils of will remain with the shop men.
Ward :t. Baker 6, . Burns 4,
forced to seek more liberal contox receipt for 1912.
cities and towns, commercial or
The bill was
Bayless 0.
Women are allowed to vote in ditions in Alberta.
The officers do not deny howganizations and local improve
Ward 4. Baker 10, Burns 0, all school elections and must virtually completed when the
ever, that the mechanical clerks
ment societies are invited to
Bayless 0.
adjourned.
have same qualifications as men, house
been parted with the bosend delegates to this convention have
For city treasurer:
holding
a
exception
of
announcement apwith
the
and I hereby appoint the follow- nus. This
J, C. Nelson received 15 votes, Poll Tax Receipt.
Items.
peared
in the State Journal SatForrest
ing delegates at large to attend
A. W. Skarda 25.
evening March 9, after
urday
If any parents or guardians
J.W. Bee vers made a business
the meeting:
Democratic city ticket.
have been persistently and will trip to Tucumcari, Friday.
the matter had been confined
Mayor. E. R. Hart, Clerk, fully violating the Compulsory
to railroad circles for nearly
John Murdock and fahiily re
C. C. Baker, Treasurer. A. W. School law by keeping their
S. S. Bailey and W. R. Bailey, three weeks.
Friday from Texas where
Skarda.
children out of school, such cases turned
two substantial citizens of near
"We found" that the bonus
been for the past 3
have
they
Councilman:
Cowan, passed through Clovis with the mechanical clerks was
shou d be reported at once to the
Ward 1. K. C. Childers, ward District Attorney
has or four months.
who
thursday en route to their home- not a success, " is the way one
2, W. B. Dodson, ward 3, J. R. charge of
A. R. Hudson made a busi
They have well im- mechanical officer expressed himthe Grand Jury in sessteads.
Townsend.
Hull, ward 4,
ness trip to Melrose, Friday re
proved homesteads and intend to self
sion at this time.
"Naturslly we
today.
C. Mersfelder, co 8upt of turning Saturday,
250 acres in cultiva- would not care to continue a
put
L.
things."
about
Resigns.
Rev. Clark
A. L. Gurley of Clovis, was
Schools.
Andrews is talking the matter tion. They are back fully con- payment plan that did not suit
To the membership and Friends
out here in his auto buying philosophically, wisely and his vinced that there is no other all officers. The bonus has been
of the Methodist Church of
from the mechanical
boom, which his enemies declared place quite so desirable for a taken
For Sale at Auction Car broom corn.
Clovis:
D. A. Beevors and two sons, a few days ago amounted to home as the plains of New clerks all over the lines of the
Coal.
This is to give public notice
went to the "Brakes" Friday nothing, is now looming up big- Mexico and where good water, Santa Fe."
$
fded
with
I
have
that
of the fact
Place Clovis. County Curry, returning Saturday.
sunshine climate and pure air
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German
than
speaking
of
State
the
In
Rev. J. B. Cochran, Presiding State New Mexico, Date April
Joe Presmill has rented the loon on the senatorial horizon, can not be surpassed by any nal article to the effect that the
Elder of tl'" church as soon as 8th, 1912, Time 10 a. m.
Goble place near Fields, and and it is more than probable the country.
bonus had been abandoned on
my successor can be secured.
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ball team track work ' a mechanical head
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You are entiled to know my to the highest bidder for account
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necessary
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nd it
Apparently'the plan is not
on Colorado & Southern
Hunt of Texico was a visitor to of the boys said it was due to a
W. H. Cain and family of Col- eral months release from the Rapson (by Rugby) Colo. W-bv the head of the of
favored
cool sensation of the feet. As
Clovis Monday.
loved work of the ministry, to CS 14 January 4th, 1912, ship- - linsville, passed thru Sunday on
is known that Car Acfice.
It
for the truth and veracity of
while
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voice,
if
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of
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my
W.
St.
of
absence
loss
not in fa
prevent the
edby Rapson Coal Company to his way home, after 'an
this statement we are not pre- countant Nowers is
here this week reported that his
is attempt
plan
and
not the loss of my health. Some shipper's order Ackimo Fuel & of several months.
of
the
vor
of pared to state.
from his
ing to have it taken
weeks ago the same trouble re- Supply Company notify Swartz
Montie Harris is drilling a well community still had plenty
Lon Blankenship, Coe How office force.
snow in the drifts. He declares
turned, except that the throat & McClusken, Clovis. N. M.. for A. S. Newcome.
during the recent storm the ard, Mrs. Howard, and Misses
trouble is in a more aggrated which we are unable to obtain
D. Sledge has been working that
J,
The bonus is handled in the
Myrtle
snow drifted at his place ten Lucile, Hazelwood and
form than before. Acting upon disposition for.
office
on the road, at the Taylor can
of the statician, James
in
were
the
Portales
of
Moore
feet deep, and that the average
medical advise which I feel I
D. C. Knowles, Agent.
yon, this week.
Peabody,
at Chicago, but no reof
tour
auto
an
on
Sunday
city
fall was not less than twelve
cannot afford to disregard, I find
A. T. & S. F.
port of the success of the plan
L. P. Marrs made a business inchesthe country.
it necessary to take the painful March 19th, 1912.
is chronicled in Topeka..
Saturday.
Pleano,
to
trip
PatEdwin Neer and Edward
step above mentioned.
pictures shown at the
The
From statements made by
Sunshine
of Portales were in the
To the faithful, consecrated
Lyceum are instructive as well terson Saturday.
For Sale
officers in. Topeka
mechanical
city last
men and women whose assistas entertaining.
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that the
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today
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The Home Missionary Society
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Notice.
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in
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room
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faith
Melrose
Love
Fe
of
Santa
John
met with Mrs. J. E. Lidengton
the work of our pastorate in Der dav. address Travelers Inn,
acquainted Clovis Monday.
get
us
in,
employees
let
and
Call
among
shop
nus
my
last Wednesday afternoon at
.his city a success, I
N. M. Inquire at this with the city books, records and
success
Portales,
a
in
been
has
believes
it
H. Oliver district manager their social meeting. The after- sincere thanks, and assure them
reports complied and filed in S.
More
!
than
work.
of
class
this
for Hollands's magazine is in noon was pleasantly spent in
of an abiding appreciation.
office and see if your busi
Topeka work unthis
mismay
city soliciting for this valu- various amusements, contests, 2,0000 men in
have
To any who
Church
and sys- the
Presbyterian
attention
averaging nearly
had
plan
has
ness
the
der
etc. A telegram contest was
able paper.
understood my motives and
your
past
1
you
for
work a month.
of
M.
thank
425,000
hours
tem.
A.
10
Sabbath School at
criticised my conduct I have
was indulged in which was both
Melrose
of
H.
Rees
W.
support.
by union
fought
present
is
and
bonus
The
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Each parunique and novel.
nothing but the kindest feeling. Prof. Griffin
Tuesday.
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respectfully.
in
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one
is
of
the
and
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men
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Preaching at
ticipant was given a piece of
I have sought to do my duty
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P.
the
handled
propositions
power
of
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"The
Jack Leary was a
paper and told to write a
in the fear of God, but fearing ject of discourse
howFe
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Fe.
Santa
week.
Santa
of
prayer
city
life."
first
visitor to our
consisting ten words in
no man. I have sought to do the unaudile
too
ever is working open shop and
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Muic.
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God,
but
my duty in the fear of
Rev. five minutes. All words to bethat
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the
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fact
Sub-jepays little attention to the dea
7:30,
for
Evening Service at
much work at Portales
fearing no man. I have made
Calloway is being quarantined gin with same letter.
of the labor unions. So
every
so
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there,
"To
court
of discourse
short term of his
Delicioas maple purphey, demy mistakes, as will every mortal
ot sickness
account
on
home
at
evidences in Topeka it is
Robfrom
special
work
Justice
he applied to Chief
vils food and angel cake were
man, and yet I feel that, under Christian God has a
family
are
autnorized
we
his
in
probable
that the shop bonus
Judge
34.
special
13:
See Mark
to appoint a
the blessings of God, a work has assigned. meeting on Wednes- ertspreside over the Curry county to announce that the pulpit at served. Those present, were will not oe toucneu.
Prayer
to
fcLen wrought
which will not
will be sup- MeadRmes Bavless. Rice. Chil
Sab- term, and accordingly Judge E. the Baptist church
practice
night.
Choir
day
Hart, Tripp,
come to naught.
plied by a good substitute in ders. Clements,
court
opened
here
cordial
most
A
Abbott
A.
afternoon.
bath
Lidengton
Pure Food Bakery
Swearingen.
Clovis
Suman,
I shall continue to make
by appoint- his place next Sunday.
morning
everyone.
Monday
for
welcome
constantly on hand fresh
Pierce.
Keeps
Miss
presand
my home, at least for the
Quite a nice dance was given Hawk
as
Chief
Pastor.
H.
Jones,
S.
Justice
of
the
ment
Pies, Cakes, etc. Also
Bread.
to
are
ent, and it I can be of service
Commencement invitations
in Farwell, last Friday" night
Judge
McCiure
Judge.
s
racial
Chili
served in city. First
city,
best
with
now in demand. Samples
either individuals or to the
quite a few from this city
at
grist
the
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to
will
continue
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pictures
of Owl Drug Store.
south
of
door
On
I am, yours to command,
prices at this office.
two weeks
for
another
Portales
musi
inn
Columbus A. Clark.
in special

school themselves

to be represented in the U. S.
Senate by Republicans, William
H. Andrews should be one of
them. As a prominent Albuquerque Democrat expressed it:
"Andrew is a man who has
done things for the good of all
of the patplo of New Mexico.
There's no getting away from
that fact in an examination of
his sever, years service in Congress. In that time no matter
what request has been made of
him, nor by whom, whether Republican, Democrat, Prohibition
ist, or Socialist, that was for the
good of New Mexico, Mr. An
drews has given it attention.
In other words, " he continued,
"Mr. Andrews has represented
He has put
all of the people.
New Mexico above party whenever the question of serving the
entire community was paramount to mere party call.
Whether it is the forwarding of
some enterprise, such as the
buildinfe of I'dyke on the Rio
Grande or the locating of an
army post in the territorial borders, Mr. Andrews is for it, and
works for it and accomplishes
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NEED

STOCK ON DRY FARMS

BROOM CORN

of Storing
Nclty
During Periods of

Agriculture Must Be Used to
prove Soil Fertility.

Moisture in Soli
Wet Weather
to Use During Drouth.

Im-

The Nebraska
Baltetta No. 114.
In the soil. Is a

One of Bast Way to Accomplish End
I
to Raise Mora Animals and DOnly
Crop
iversify
Soil
Ing perlc
Product.
during ii
High-Price-

RESTORED TO HEALTH.
FOR EVERY FAMILY
MEDICINE CHEST Attar Suffering with Kidney Disorders
for Many Yssrs.
To the head of every family ths
Mra. John 8. Way, 209 8. 8th St.,
Kans.. says: 'Tor a numhealth of it different members 1
mot important, and the value of an ber ot yeera I was a victim of disor- kidneys. My back ached coogroeeble laxative that ia certain In der
Discussions by Men Experienced
One of the etantly, the passage
It effect 1 appreciated.
in Growing This Valuable Crop
most popular remedies in the family of the kidney secremedicine chest is a combination of tions was Irregular
simple laxative herbs with pepsin that and my feet and anIs known to druggists and physicians
kles badly swollen.
BROOM CORN 8EED BED FIRST
as Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. This Swots appeared be
THING FOR CONSIDERATION
preparation la mild end gentle In its fore my eyea and I
action on the bowels, yet positive la was very nervous.
effect A dose of Kyi up Pepsin at if,
its
t fMSWW
l M ' I iialnv fiiimArnus
(By Luke H Hood, Areola, III.)
night means relief next morning, remedies without relief, I wae comKidney
Pilla.
while Its tonic properties tone up and pletely cured by Doan's
strengthen the muscles of stomach, In view ot my advanced age, my cure
In raising broom corn, first thing liver and bowels so that these organs seems remarkable."
to be considered in rafsl",; and handare able In a short time to again per"When Tour Back Is Lame, RememBOc. aU store.
form their natural functions without ber the
ling the crop Is the seed bed.
N. T.
Buffalo,
Foster-MllburCo.,
help.
To get good bed, plough the ground
Druggists everywhere sell Dc. Caldas early in the spring as possible,
All Fresco.
60c and 1.00
plough five or six inches deep at least well's SyrupyouPepsin in
"Why does that old maid use so
never tried thla
If
have
bottles.
and let the ground lay until you are simple, inexpensive,
yet effective much paint on her facet"
ready to plant. ThU will give time remedy, write to Dr. W. B. Caldwell,
"She's making up for lost time."
for the weed and grass seed to get 201 Washington St.. Monticello, III., Brooklyn Life.
started. Then disc It and work down and ask for a sample bottle. Dr. CaldOne way not to please a woman la)
thoroughly with roller, and harrow well will he glad to send It without
to let her do as she pleases.
any expense to you whatever.

Or CONSERVING WATER

BROOM CORN
CULTIVATION

CULTIVATION

erlment station
storing moisture
rt of work done
tatlon located at
as up the neces-1the sot)
to be used

3

Discussion by Man Experienced
in Browing This Valuable Crop

dur-athe-

d

ine charts snow that water Is
In the toll through cultivation
the dry
farming Industry, practically all the and that It is necessary to keep the
thought was given to the production surface of the soil loose and in a reof crop. The main problem was to ceptive condition, to get the water Into
?lvlng but scant ralufull tne soil. Almost as much water Is got
take 1c
but little of value, and into the soli during the early part of
and pr
eon-ssrra-

In the early development of

;

uce paying

practical p
Ing and ot

crop.

At

sen directed toward the
lem of plowing, barrow-1

tillage operations to
iture. The world has
A
for plants Inured to
'ul testa hove been made
drouth. C
to secure
rietiea that would pro
duce maximum crops with a minimum
amount of water.
The work of determining whether
success or failure has to be the reward of all this labor has left little
time to consider methods of making
the Industry permanent and estnbl$h-InIt on the basis ot good husbandry. The pioneer work has been well
done.
It 1b now necessary that dry
lam agriculture Improve and not deplete soil fertility, and that It develop
a high type of citizenship among It
g

follower.

One of the way

of accomplishing

these ends is to increase the live
stock and diversify the dry farm products. In tho pEBt but very little attention has been given to animal production. This has been very well
thus far, but history has demonstrated that such a policy will inevitably
decrease soli fertility. Now. a good
system of permanent dry land agriculture cannot be conducted on land
that Is gradually but surely growing
poorer. One of the very best ways of
maintaining soil fertility is to feed
the crops to live stock on the farm
and sell only concentrated,
products.
Live stock may also contribute to
the more successful management of
the dry farm by helping more profitably to employ Its labor. In the production of a single crop, for example,
wheat, a great deal of labor Is required at certain season of the year,
while at other seasons there Is practically nothing to do. This condition
Is certainly out of harmony
with
economic management. It would not be
difficult to arrange a system of management whereby the labor required
during the busy season of crop production could be profitably employed
at other times caring for live stock
belhg fattened. Thus the live stock
would not only preserve the value of
the land, but would help to solve one
of the difficult problems of profitable
management.
The manager of the dry farm may
also use live stock In helping to solve
the problem of marketing. Crops can
often be fed to animals at a good
profit.
This also places the crops
more or less beyond the uncertain
fluctuations In price. On every farm
there are always certain products
which for some reason are unmarketable, yet perfectly edible. They are
often an entire 'os in the absence of
stock to consume them. Where crop
growing alone
followed, the sales
are usually all made at one time, making a short season of great plenty, but
a longer season with absolutely no Income. By the use of live stock, the
period when money is coming In is extended. The diversity of products
also makes the farmer less at the
mercy of unfavorable conditions.
high-price-

d

1

the season where a cultivated crop I
being grown as Is conserved by summer tillage. Thla Is due to the fact
that the surface soil is kept loose
enough to hold the' water that falls
until It can get down into the soli,
and the loose soli on the SMrface
prevents evaporation.
It In also due
to the fact that comparatively few
plants are being grown In a cultivated
field, and these do not draw very
heavily on the water supply during
the early part of their growth.
In a small grain field more plants
are grown, with the result fhat the
water la used more rapidly and less
water Is got Into the soil. In fields
growing alfalfa or brome grass, where
the number of growing plants are
large and the surface of the soil is
smooth and hard, It Is seldom' that
enough water gets Ir.io th'; soil to
moisten It below two or three feet.
By the method of summer tilling practiced from 40 to 50 per cent, of the
season's rainfall has been stored for
the use of the subsequent crop. On
this type of soil the water In the upper six feet Is available for the crop.
VALUE OF

PLOWING

IN

FALL

Should Be Done in Order to Permit
Winter Precipitation to Enter Soils
Easily and Effectively.

It is generally conceded that In order to permit the winter precipitation
to enter the aolls easily artd effectively,
the soil should be plowed In the fall
and left In a rough state throughout
the winter. To prevent a Iqss of this
storage moisture, when the warm sunshine of spring and summer appears,
the fall plowed soil should be harrowed In early spring, and by means of repeated harrowlngs a dry earth mulch
should bo kept on the surface. Ybn
the overwhelming majority of western
soils the only right time for plowing
is In the fall.
On an equally large
proportion of western soils the best
method of preventing evaporation from
soils Is deep and thorough cultivation.
The soli of the farm on which the
experiments reported In this bulletin
were conducted was tilled In the best
possible manner. The top soil was
loose and permitted the ready entrance of water. The field was usually plowed In the fall. During two seasons only It was possible to secure
comparative data dealing with fall
versus spring plowing. While the difference In both seasons was small, in
both cases it was in favor of the
soil.
Some workers in this field have
noted the small increase In the percentage of soil moisture to certain
depths resulting from fall plowing,
and have hastily concluded that fall
plowing has little value In conserving
In view ol
the natural precipitation.
the law of the approximate constancy
of the soil moisture In the spring such
views may be revised. Fall plowing
undoubtedly conserves
the winter
precipitation. Utah Bulletin No 104

A Good Turkey Ration.
While corn will put fat on turkeys,
a much finer quality of flesh Is obtained if they are given a ration of

ground oats, barley, buckwheat and
wheat middlings mixed into a moist
hash and skim milk or buttermilk.
A half ounce of tallow to each bird as
a substitute for corn gives excellent
results.
This ration should be fed from a
It pays In dollars and cents to make
trough and should be supplemented the stock comfortable.
by a succulent ration of apples, beet
Try to protect all stock from cold
or turnips. Shells, grit, and fresh wa- winds and rains. It pays.
ter should be kept before the birds
cattle shortage is with us and
constantly. If they are in good grow- Is The
likely to stay for year.
ing condition to start with about
Kafir fodder Is better In quantity
three weeks of this special feeding and quality In Kansas this fall than
will be needed to fit them for the
for ten years.
table.
Two parts oats and one of bran
grain ration for
make a
Crops for Sage Brush Land.
pregnant ewea.
The choice of crops' for sage-brusSheep, like men. can endure great
land will depend on soil, location and severity if conditions are maintained
altitude. The grains almost always favorable to the body.
do well. On the proper soils and In
Many times plenty of salt fur stock
adapted locatlona, potatoes thrive. saves medicine later on. Hogs should
nearly
always
Garden stuff
does well. have It as well as the rest.
For the moat part sage brush lands
The man with the cattle Is now conare deficient in organic matter and sidered the lucky man. and the better
will not reach their bet production bred bis cattle are the luckier he it.
until after they have been in alfalfa
In the long run it la live stock
or other legumes. In vhe higher alti raiser who gets ahead. Ixok around
tudes field peas and alsike clover will your neighborhood and see if it
often be used a the rotation crop to not so.
Increase the productive capacity of
A hog fed qn corn alone from the
the land. Thua land which ha been time it is weaned from the sow until
in peas, clover or alfalfa will pioduce butchered at 18 months old seldom
targer crops than virgin soil.
pays expenses.
As good a conditioner bb we know
Remedy for Lice on Cow.
of Is oil meal fed in connection with
A good remedy for lice on cow
Is
salt. There is nothing betto pour a little kerosene oil Into a ter for winter conditioning.
shallow dish and stir in a little salt.
For a straight hog feuce we have
cattle comb, found that 26 inches Is not high
Then take a wire-tootdin the end of the )eth In the mix- enough. If there are to be no barb
ture, and, shaking off the surplus, wires on top. the bog fence should be
draw the comb down through the not less than 30 Inches high.
A vicious old horse In a herd of
cow's balr where the lice are found.
Comb the cow once a week in this horses In the pasture is likely to do
way, taking care not to apply enough great barm by biting
and kicking.
of the oil to loosen the balr. and the She should either be hobbled or kept
entirely away from other horse.
lice will soon be exterminated.
d
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No. 1.

THE

ABOVE
NUMBER

ILLUSTRATION
ONE QUALITY.

IS

Number 1, which Is Standard va-riety. with as few center stem as pos- quality
Bible, la the most desirable
that has no kinky or rough tip. With
the
talks 4 to 6 Inches, the straw
variety most paired by all manufac- 1

turers.
it should run of equal portions, 10
inches to 22 Inches, which will make
all length brooms the market de
and quality.
mands. Such growth
with a pea green color, no ripe or
red, should command the very high- est market price, and will find ready
ale on any market, when low grade
goes at very, much lower price and
but little demand for low grades.
Dwarf of high quality, if handled
and shedded wltn the same pains.
will produce almost as profitable as
Standard. However, by pulling the
Dwarf leaves too much excessive
'
WBBte. The buyer must consider la
buying which is a trifle lower price,
quality taken into consideration.

FOREIGN FIELD FOR BROOM
CORN.

(By James Jay, Lindsay, Oklahoma.)

It has been my experience that it
Is much cheaper to buy broom corn
seed from those who make a business
of raising pure seed, than It Is to
gave It, as broom corn runs out very

The next thing is seed, and for
one not experienced in taking care of
seed, it will be much better to get
the seed from some good reliable
seedsmen. If, however, the person
should prefer to save his own seed,
he should let the broom corn stand
In the field until good and ripe, then
cut and shelve up, leaving It on the
shelf until it Is thoroughly cured,
after which it should be threshed and
stored in a good dry place.
In testing seed, I find it a good way
to take a sample of the seed and roll
It tightly in a piece of old wollen
thoroughly
cloth,, next, wet th!
In warm water, and keep in a warm
place for a few days. Then unroll
.
.
.
, ar
Ql, aaa ,
l,
8eed yQU have Cftre 8nouM be tnken
hnwBV, tfl Up
fh. rlnfh damn
Plant In rows three feet, four Inches
apart about sixty seeds to the rod.
flnd plant two and one.;,a)f lncnefl
deep. After the corn la up about an
,nch put tne roer on ,t Next g)ve
,t a gQod ploughlnK wlth any
cu1.
tlvat0I.( or eagle claWB
The tnree
shove, cuUlvator l8 preferable for the
flm two cultlvatlon,i art9r which wa
ug6 tne surface cultfvator, After the
broom corn 8 p,0Ug,hed three or four
tlmeg ,t Bhou)d be j,,d by wuen about
wa,st b,gh Cuttlng ahould begin as
, or
,
goon a(J tbe Beed .
to fl
a8 goon ag thn beada are a out ,t
the weather will permit, allow the
corn to lay on the table until the following day. Corn should be aheded
while you seed It, and placed on slats
about three Inches deep, or a good
armful to an eight foot slat. The
depth, however, wil depend on the
condition of the corn, and also whether the shed is an open or a closed
one. The air should be allowed to
pass freely through the corn.
Leave the corn on the slats eight or
ten days, or until the stems are dry.
Broom corn should be blocked before
balling as It puts It In better shape
to bale, makes a smoother bale and
doesn't take as many men to handle
It. Let the corn lay In the bulk a
week or ten days. Care should be
taken In baling to straighten the corn,
or placed in small bunches while butted.
Wo prefer the Australian variety
of seed, as the brush Is longer, and
runs more to hurl.
.

o.

easily, and it requires a great deal of,
wor'.: to cut out any smut heads when
it is growing.
One method of seed testing I to
test the seed in warm water, but we
have not secured any lnefrlor seed
from our seedsmen.
In this country the ground 1 prepared by listing, same as for Indian BfVOOM MANUFACTURERS WILLcorn, and is cultivated as soon as posING TO PAY HIGHER PRICES
sible, that is, when it eeta about four
FOR GOOD BROOM CORN.
ploughed
inches high, and ahould be
as often as possible, chopping out the
big weedrf, and afterwards let It ma
(By Herbert P. Gardner, of Gardner
turo.
Seventy-fivseeds
Broom Co
Amsterdam, N.( Y.)
rod. This U deteris planted to t
mined, however, according to the
Farmers stand In their own light
ground. On rich land,
seeds should be planted to to the rod, in the way they prepare their broom
corn for market. In the first place,
but on fair land only about eighty
Broom Corn should oe cut Just as they are not particular enough with
off and seeded as the seed they select for planting; and
soon as the bloom
fast as it la cut. Then put In I he 'after planting, not enough attention
shed so that the sun will not be on is paid to cultivation. As a general
It any more than Is necessary, as the rule, later on they are careless about
sun makes the straw brittle, and harvesting their broomcorn, and very
should not be stacked in the field. It often a little of it stands in the field
will pay any grower of broom corn to for quite a long time, with the result
bulW a shed, for one little rain will that a lot of red corn la produced.
l
will do more damage than the shed Very many growers think that
gets
long
do
as
will
it
into
(thing
as
are
observations
These
the
ort.
result of forty years experience in tbe bale, paying no attention to the
very Important matter of seeding and
broom corn raising.
If I had not had u broom corn crop baling. Here is where they make a
this year, 1 would not have had any- very sad mistake, for broomcorn well
thing, as everything else failed that I seeded, handled and baled will bring
from $10.00 to $20.00 more per ton at
had plauted.
Would advise shedding broom corn all times.
We believe that the broom manufac
as soon aa It Is cut to secure a good
color, and don't allow the corn to get turers will be willing at all times to
too far forward before cutting, and psy the farmers good prices for their
he certain your man takes the boots broomcorn ;f they would be more
More
with it.
attention
off. For balling, the brush should be careful
by
given
the growers, to
be
should
even
It
good
and
before
down
butted
goes to the man in the buler. for no broomcorn seeds, so that their corn
man can put up a nice bale of broom could be properly cured and put In
corn without it first being buttad first class condition, as the extra
price they would get for their corn
down well.
Seeding should be done every day, would pay for the sheds, and after
but considering the matter of good wards these same sheds could tie
pure broom corn seed. It is the most! used ,or otber PurPos. 8uch an
crop.
log machinery, wagons, etc.
factor ltf raising
d
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But Mamma Didn't.
Mabel was always tumbling

Little

down and

YOU CAN

and cease crying. One day she accompanied her mother to the Union depot,
and while they were seated in the
crowded waiting room an intoxicated
man entered the door, tripped over a
suitcase, and fell sprawling on the
floor. The attention of every one was
attracted to tbe incident, and in the
sudden silence following the fall Mabel called out:
"Don't cry. man. Mamma 11 kiss
oo, and 'en oo '11 be all right."
Magazine.

ASSIST

getting hurt, but as soon as
her mother kissed the humped forehead Mabel would believe it oured

Rotoh

Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough
Rough

ON

YOUR WEAK

STOMACH
back to its normal

condition by taking a
short course of

Hostetier's

Rats, for

Noxious Animals, 15o
KoAcmcs,Powderl5c; Liquid 15c.
Moths, Powder 25c. byexp's40c.
Ants, Powder, 25c.
Bepbuos, Liquid, 35c.

Stomach Bitters

on
on
on
on
on FutAS.Powder.SoaporLiq'd 25c.

It tones and invigor-

ates, also prevents
Poor Appetite, Indigestion. Heartburn,
Costiveness, Colds,
Grippe and Malaria.

on Hbn Licb. Dust Powder. 15c.
Row-- Cm Limber neck, 50c. Express. 75c
Rough on Hen Lies, Spray Liquid, 25c.
Rough on Corns, Liquid, 25c., Salve, 15c.
Rough on BuNioNS,Llquid25c; Powder, 35c
i

At Arum lata slid country Btorsa

B. 8. WELLS, Chemist, Jersey City, N.

J.

TRY A

BOTTLE TODAY.

Among the Ancients.
Democritus had just announced the
theory that tbe visible universe is
merely the result of the fortuitous
concourse of atoms.
In Saskatchewan (Western Canada)
"Subject, of course," he said, "to the
Horn 20 acres
800 Bushels
approval of Mr. Oompors."
of wheat was the thresher
from a Lloyd-- I
return
to
be drawn UiltH:TVsm
For he did not wish
minster farm In the
Into a magazine controversy over 1L
season of 1910. Many

Splendid Crops
Knsw.

fields in that .swell as
other districts yielded from 25 to 35 bushels of wheat to the
acre. Other grains in

Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every Tjottle of

CASTORIA. a safe and sure remedy for

proportion.

infants and children, and see that it
Bears the

LARGE PROFITS
are thus derived

from th FREE
LANDS
HOMESTEAD
Canada.

Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Years
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

of Western

art

Touch Preventer.
Howell Why do you call your dog
"Strike Breaker?"
Powell I have done it ever since
he grabbed a fellow who was about
to strike me for money.

and building material
W
plentiful.
particulars as to location,

and

rv J
S

JI

60c.

Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chloago

AlasI
Young
Wlgg
Sllicus says his
heart is lacerated.
Wagg Who's the lass? Philadelphia Record.
Many a girl fails to select the right
husband because she Is afraid of be-

ing left.

For
tattler.' railway rates and
Illustrated pamphlet.
descriptive
ill. iiuin, . 11 '. a. .... , n.ii. Hup'toflutml-Idl
formation, write to
.ration, Ottawa, Canada, or to
Canadian Government Agent.
hi ii nnncqa
125 VY. Ninth St.. Kansas City, Ms.
Please write to tb. agent nearest yon
low

Try Murine Eye Remedy. No Smarting Feels
Fine Acta Quickly. Try It for Red, Weak,
Watery Eyea and Granulated Eyelids. Illustrated Book In each Package. Murine is
by our Oculists not a "Patent
Eimpoundod used
In successful Physicians' Practice for many years. Now dedlcsted to the Pubby
Druggist! at 26c unit 60c pur Buttle.
lic and sold
2fic

nS sr. all nroffiable. Free
Hnmostaarls of 1 6U acres are
be had In the very best
Istrlcls; ISO acre
per acre withSchool, ami
in certain areas.
rv settle
.hnmhM In
ment, climate unexcelled.
oil tne richest; woocj, water

.r.

When Your Eyes Need Care

Murine Bye Salvo In Aseptic Tubes,

This excellent ibowlnn can.es
prlcos to advance. Land value.
double n two Tears' tluie.farm
Grain
nr, rattle raising; and dairy

sWhmU

CAROM and POCKET-BILLIAR-

TABLES

5

EASY PAYMENTS
LOWEST PRICES
You cannot afford to experiment v.'ith
untried goods sold by OBmmission agents.

Catalogues free.
rHE BRUNSWICK - BALKE - COL LENDER COMPANY
M Watt Main street. DspL B. Oklahoma City. Old.

W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.

Stomach Blood and
Liver Troubles
Much sickness starts with weak stomach, and consequent
poor, impoverished Mood. Nervous and
lack
ood, rich, red blood. Their stomachs need invigorating
for, after all, a man can be no stronger than hit stomach.
A remedy thst makes tbe stomach strong and the liver
active, makes rich red blood and overcomes and drives
g
bacteria and cures a whole multiout
tude of diseases.
pale-peop- le

disease-producin-

Get rid ot roar Stomach Weakness mad
Uror Laziness by tmktni m coarse of
Dr. Pierce' Golden Medical Olseovery
tho Hreat Stomach Restorative, Liver
tovltorator and Blood Cleanser.

Yon can't afford to accept any medicine of unknown
as a substitute for "Golden Medical Discovery," which is a medicine OS Snown composition, hsving
complete
s
list of ingredients in plain English on its
same being attested as correct under oath.
Dr. PterVm PfaasaaY Mjefs regulate assf larlgontm Stomach, Llrtr ami Bonis.
eempotition
rapper,

W. L. DOUGLAS
'3, '3.60,4

'5

&
SHOES
235, '2.50,
All Styles. All Leathers, All Sises and Widths,
for Men, Women and Boys.
THE STANDARD Of QUALITY

FOR OVER

30 YEARS

THE NEXT TIME YOU NEED SHOES
give W. L Douglas shoes a trial W. L.
Douglas name stamped on a shoe guarantees superior quality and more value
for the money than other makes. His
name and price stamped on the bottom
protects the wearer against high prices
and inferior shoes. Insist upon having
I
.11 le genuine W. L Douglas shoes.
1 Take no substitute.
!
uZ3ZzZl
Iss-s-il"

VaWSMfkssKKmr

D

TO OJLUU Ml SxALL. Saoae Bsnt Everywhere All Charges Prepaid.
oi feel as skews la ruodl;i Mats styisaeslisd i, tit, ant! alath ustisilt w.ini i vlsls
or
rears
m

f

"VhclowSioiffOFAGRfir Jacket

SXuiWcfWHEW WILDERNESS" "WAS KlNO
ILLUSTRATIONS IW tlmURT.
8YN0PSI8.

Tha trlrl mIm, niB
The owner of tl
his wife appear
horaemen approi
man claiming to
provra to be W
offtrer whom tt
Me order the h
and he la hroun
threaten him
death unleaa he
Wayne believe
vealn the aecret
e the wife of Mai.
Kdlth Brennnn
Brennan. He la
ued by Jed Bungay.
who alartu to reach flen.
wniie
Wayne In dlajrulae pen
to the ball-- Io
room, beneath which
been Im-ta Mlsa
aUlfior'anrt" bare'y'eaca
IK unrnaak-na- ;
Wayne,
e1. Kdlth Ttrertnan r
says ahe will aava hin
ring a pass
through the tinea, the
nfronted by
Urcnnan, who la knocked aenaeleea. Then.
blddlna Kdlth adieu Wnvne makea
daah for liberty. Ha encountera Bungray.
they reach the Lea camp and are aent
with reinforcement
to Join Early. In the
battle of Shenandoah th realment la
overwhelmed, and Wayne, while In th
hospital, la vlatted by Kdlth Brennan.
Wayne and Bungay are aent on a acout-In- g
detail, and arriving at the Minor
place. Wayne meeta Miss Minor and Mra.
Bungay,
and
later Kdlth appear.
la bvaleged by guerrilla.In Brennan and hla men arrive and
aid
repelling the Invader until a
party of bluecoata reach the acene.
e.
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CHAPTER XXXII.

Continued.

"Damn ye. Red told ycu not to
he yelled. "Come on, you dogs!
could eat 'em up If ye wasn't

fire!"
Tou

alch
two,

blamed cowards. There's only
and we'll bang them yet"
He leaped straight up the broad
steps, his long; cavalry sabre In hand,
while a doten of the boldest followed
him. brennan swung his sword high
over head, grasping It with both
hands for a death-bloeven as I
thrust directly at the fellow's throat
The uplifted blade struck the chain
of the hanging lamp, snapped at the
hilt, and losing his balance the Major
plunged headlong Into the ruck beneath. The downward fall of his body
swept the stairs.
As I stood there, panting and breath-loss- ,
a woman rushed downward. Believing she would throw herself Into
that tangled mass below, 1 Instantly
caught ber to me.
"Don't," I cried anxiously.
"You
cannot help him. For God's sake go
back where you were."
"It 1b not that," she exclaimed, her
mice thrilling with excitement. "Oh,
Captain Wayne, do you not hear the
bugles?"
As by magic those baleful faces vanished, disappearing by means of every opening ler.ding out from the ball,
s
and when the cheering
surged In through the broken door, I
was yet standing there, appearently
alone but for the dead, leaning weak
and breathless against the wall, my
.
arm about
w,

o'U
CL-

WlLLIAM-SO- r

1 was somewhat surprised
that Brennan should not have come personally
to the aid of bis wlfo, but as he Ignored her presence utterly, 1 at once
offered her my arm, and silently led
the way to the room designated, the
others following as best tbey might
The apartment was unoccupied, exhibiting no f:ns of the late struggle, and
I found comfortable resting places for
all. Miss Minor was yet sobbing softly, her face hidden upon ber mother's shoulder, and I felt constrained
to speak with her.
"1 shall go at once," I said kindly,
"to ascertain all I can regarding Lieutenant Caton, and will bring you
word."
s
(
She thanked me with a glance of
her dark eyes clouded with tears, but
as I turned hastily away to execute
this errand, Mrs. Brennan laid restraining hand upon my arm.
"Captain Wayne," she said with
much seriousness, "you are very unselfish, but you must not go until
your own wounds have been attended
to; they may be far more serious
than you apprehend."
As I gazed at her, surprised by the
anxiety she so openly displayed, I
chanced to behold myself reflected
within a large mirror directly across
tbe room. One glance was sufficient
to convince me her words were fully
justified. My remains of uniform literally clung to me In rags, my bare
shoulder looked a contused mass of
battered flesh, my hair was matted,
and my face blackened by powder
stains and streaked with blood.
"I certainly do appear disreputable
enough.' I admitted; "but I can assure you It Is nothing sufficiently serious to require Immediate attention."
As 1 stepped without and closed the
door behind me, I was at once startled by the rapid firing of shot from
the rear of the house, and the next
d
moment 1 encountered the young,
officer hurrying along the hallway at the head a squad of Federal
cavalrymen. Recognizing me in the
gloom of the passage he paused sud
denly.
"I owe you a belated apology. Cap
tain," he exclaimed cordially, "for hav
ing mistaken you for one of those miscreants, but really your appearance
was not flattering."
Having viewed myself since within
a mirror, I replied, I am prepared to
acknowledge the mistake a most nat
ural one. However, I am grateful to
be out of the scrape, and can scarcely
find fault with my rescuers. Five minutes more would have witnessed the

-'

light, moist touch upon my burning
forehead and I Imagined I was a
child onoe more, back at tbe old home,
caressed b, the soft hand of my mother. But aa consciousness slowly returned I began to realise dimly where
I was, and that I waa no longer alone.
A gentle hand was stroking back the
hair from off my temples, while tbe
barest uplift of my eyelids revealed
the folda of a dark blue skirt pressing
close to my side. Instantly I realized
who must be the wearer, and remained
motionless until I could better control my first unwise Impulse.
She spoke no word, and I catu'ously
opened my eyes and glanced up Into
her face. For a time she remained
unaware of my awakening, and sat
there silently stroking my forehead.
hegaze fixed musingly upon the
window at tbe farther end of the ball.
Doubtless she had been sitting thus
for some time, and had become absorbed In her own reflections, for I
lay there drinking In her beauty for
several momenta before sbe chanced
to glance downward and observe that
I think the very InI was awake.
tensity of my gaze awakened her from
reverie, for she turned almost with
a start and looked down upon me. Aa
our eyes met a warm wave of color
dyed her throat and checks crimson.
"Why," she exclaimed In momentary
confusion. "I supposed I should know
before you awoke, and have ample
I distime to escape unobserved.
covered you lying here. You were
resting very uncomfortably when I

home when the war ceases; they
will prove & trifle better than the
mare sky. "
"The south Is certainly paying a terrible price for rebellion," she said soberly, her fine eyes filled with tears. "I
am sure I have tarried here quite aa
long as I should, now that I can be of
no further service."
As she gathered her skirt.--. In her
band preparatory to descending the
stairs, I yielded to temptation and
stopped ber. Right or wrong I must
yet have one word more.
fl beg of you do not desert me so
soon.
This may prove our final meeting Indeed, I fear It must be; surely, then, It need not be so brief a
one?"
"Our final meeting?"
She echoed my words as though
scarcely comprehending their meaning.

"Yes," I said, rising and standing before her. "How can we hope It shall
bo otherwise?
I am not free to remain here, even were It best for other
reasons, for I am a soldier under or
ders. You undoubtedly will proceed
north at the earliest possible moment.
There Is scarcely a probability that In
the great wide world we shall meet
again."
"The war will soon be over; perhaps
then you may come north also."
"I scarcely expect to do so. My
work then wll! be to Join with my comrades In an effort to rebuild thu shattered fortunes of Virginia. When the
lines of lives diverge1 so widely as
ours must the chances are Indeed few
that they ever meet again."
"Bui surely you can remain here un
til we leave?" she questioned, evidently striving not to reveal the depth
of Interest she felt In the decision. "It
will not be until tomorrow that all details are arranged so aa to permit of
I had supposed you
our departure.
would certainly be with us until then."
"Mrs. Brennan!" I exclaimed almost passionately, "do not tempt me!
Your wish Is a temptation most difficult to resist."
"Why resist, then?"
She did not look at me, but stood
twisting a handkerchief nervously

red-face-

end."'

"We rode hard," he said, "and were
saddle within fifteen minutes after
the arrival of your courier. You evidently made a hard fight of It; the
house bears testimony' to a terrible
struggle. We are rejoiced to learn
that Lieutenant Caton was merely
stunned; we believed him dead at
first, and he Is far too fine a fellow
to go in that way."
He Is truly living, then?" I ex
claimed, greatly relieved. "Mlsa Mi
CHAPTER XXXIII.
nor, to whom be Is engaged. Is sorrowing over his possible fate In the liAfter the Struggle.
I
brary yonder. Could not two of your
A young officer, whose red face was
men assist him to herT She would
rendered extremely conspicuous
by do more to hasten his recovery than
the blue of his uniform, led the rush any one."
o' his soldiers as Jiey came tumbling
re"Certainly," was the Instant
gallantly Into the hall.
sponse. "Haines, you and McDonald
"Up there, men!" he cried, catch get tbe officer out of the front room;
lng sight of me. and pointing. "Get carry blm in there where the ladles
that Johnny with the girl."
are, and then rejoin us."
As they sprang eagerly forward over
I left,
remembering then my own
tl e deal bodies littering the floor at need. By using the back stairway I
the foot of the btalrs, Orennan scram avoided unpleasant contact with the
bled unsteadily to his feet, and baited
traces of conflict yet visible at the
them with imperious gesture.
front of tbe bouse, and Anally discov
'
"Leave him alone! be
a bathroom which afforded faclll
ered
"That Is the commander of the
or cleansing my flesh wounds
Confederate detachment who came to ties making my general appearance
and
guerillas
fled
have
aid.
down
our
The
more presentable. 1 found I could do
the hallway, and are most of tbem
little to Improve the condition of my
outside by now. Wayne," be turned clothing,
but after making such
changes for the better as were poe
slble, soaking the clotted blood from
out my hair, and washing the powder
felt I rhould
stains from my face.
no longer prove an object of aversion
even to the critical eyes of the women,
wbo would fully realize the cause for
my torn and begrimed uniform.
A glance from the window told me
the Federal cavalrymen were bearing
out the dead and depositing them be
yond view of the bouse In tbe desert
eu negro cauins. r.uers ana one or
two of my own men were standing
near, carefully scanning the uncovered
ftces as they were borne past, while
overheard
scraps of conversation
brought the Information that the long
dining room where I bad passed the
night on guard had been converted In
to a temporary hospital.
Irresolute as to my next action
HUd out Into tin upi,er hull. It v. iik
deserted and strangely silent, seem
removed from all those terGentle Hand Was Stroking Back lngly far
tely enacted In tbe
rible scenes so
the Hair From Off My Temples.
My head by this time
rooms beneath
up at us, his face instant throbbed with pain; I desired to be
auc
ly
tg at the tableau, "kindly alone, to think, to map out my future
id: we must course before proceeding down the
ass hi tlii ladlf a to J
get tbem out of this
stairs to meet the others. With this
down in .omplete
d with In view I sank
Hi
convenient set
weariness upon
My heavy bead
sank back
ghastly pile of dead and wouuued men lee.
settee, and
upon the arm of tbe
k
"Escort thera to tbe library,"
It
suggested, as I hesitated. "That root deep sleep closed my eyes.
was In my dreams I fell It first a
will probably be found clear."
In

blue-coat-

How can I ev.T thank you?" she
asked gravely. "Captain Wayne, you
make me trust you utterly, and place
me constantly In yor debt"
"Then you r lire that I am right V
"Yes," Slowly, but making no effort to release her hands. "Yet la no
other escape possible?"
"None within my knowledge."
"And you must go?"
"I must go unless you bid mo
stay,"
"Oh, 1 cannot; I cannot at such a
cost!" she cried, and I could feel her
body tremble with tbe Intensity of her
emotion. "But, Captain Wayne, our
friendship surely need not be severed
I cannot bear to think
now for ever?
that It should be. I am no cold, heart
less lngrate, and shall never forget
I
what you have done to serve ma.
value every sacrifice you have made
Let us Indeed part
on my behalf.
now If, aa you say. It must be so;
yet surely there are happier days In
store for both of us days when tha
men of this nation will not wear different uniforms and deem It manly to
fight and kill each other."
'The great struggle will certainly
cease, possibly within a very few
weeks," I answered, greatly moved by
her earnestness, "but I fear tbe men
engaged In It will remain much the
same In their natures however they
may dress. I can only say this: Were
tbe path clear, I would surely find you,
no matter where you were hidden."
"How terrible It Is that a woman
must ever choose between such evils,"
"Tbe heart
she said almost bitterly.
says one thing and duty another all
through life. It seems to me. I have so
much of suffering in these last few
months, so much of heartless cruelty,
that I cannot bear to be the cause of
any more. You and Major Brennan
must not meet; but Captain Wayne, I
will not believe that we are to part
thus forever."
Do you mean that I am to seek you
when the war closes?"
'There will be no time when I shall
not most gladly welcome you."
'Your home?" 1 asked, wondering
still If she could mean all that her
wards Implied. "I have never known
where you resided in the north."
"Stonlngton, Conn." She smiled at
me through
tbe tears yet cling
ing to her long lashes. "You may
never come, of course: yet I shall
always feel now that perhaps you will;
and that Is not like a final goodby.
Is it?"
I bowed
above the hands I held.
and pressed my lips upon them. For
the moment I durst not speak, and
then a voice suddenly sounded In tha
hall below:
"I am greatly obliged to you. Miss
Minor; sbe is probably lying down.
I will run up and call ber."
We started aa If rudely awakened
from a dream, while a sudden expres
sion of fright swept across ber face.
"Oh, do not meet blm," she begged
plteously. "For my sake do not remain here."
"I will go down the back stairway,"
I returned hastily, "but do you Indeed
mean It? May I come to you?"
"Yes, yes; but pray go now I"
Unable longer to restrain myself, I
clasped ber to me, held her for ona
brief Instant strained to my breast
kissed her twice upon Hps which had
no opportunity for refusal.
"This world Is not so wide but that
somewhere in it I shall again find tha
one woman of my heart," I whispered
passionately, and was gone.

Edith-Brennan-
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20 Pretty
Rooms

in this

FREE
BOOK
don't you want

to sec them

?

Peep into other people' new homea and get
the lateat idcaa for your onvn decorating. Our
book tells about the FREE Color Plana our
expert designer will send you for any rooma
You will be glad to
you wish to decomts.
know more about
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WHAT HE WA8 DOING.

"Did you fall, my son?"
I'm Jest
"Nawl 'Course I didn't!
takln' a mud bath by me doctor's or-

der:!"

Subject for the Minister.
According to reports gathered by
the National Association for the Study
and Prevention of Tuberculosis, practically 10 per cent, of all deaths in
church congregations are caused b
tuberculosis.
In a study of 312,000
which there were 7,000 ueaths In 1910,
communicants of 725 churches In
s
the death rate among these
was found to be 2.24 for
every thousand communicants. This
Is higher than the rate for the registration area of the United States,
which was 1.60 in 1910.
"While these statistics," says the
national association, "are not comparable from the point of view of accuracy with those of the bureau of
census, sufficient credence may be
CHAPTER XXXIV.
given to them to Indicate that one of
the most serious problem the orA Plan Miscarried.
dinary church has to consider Is that
I remembered aa I hurried down tha of the devastation of its membership
back stairway ber flushed face, but by tuberculosis. Every minister In the
could recall no look of Indignant pride United States should give this subject some attention during the week
In those clear eyes whose pleasant
memory haunted me. She loved me; preceding or that following April 28,
of this I now felt doubly assured, and Tuberculosis day.'"
tbe knowledge made my heart light,
Hadn't Brought It.
even while I dreaded the consequences
Teacher (disgustedly) My boy, my
to us both.
tuition?
wner ,lB yur
I stepped out Into the kitchen and lbyBoy I ain't got any. I'm only here
came to a sudden pause, facing a table
I
I
laden with such a variety and abun- a few days, and didn't know what
dance of food aa had been strange to had to git. Judge.
me for many a long day. Directly opposite, a napkin tucked beneath his
From
double chin, his plate piled high with
good things, sat Bbers, while at either
nd I beheld Mr. and Mrs. Bungay Himilarly situated.
The astonishment of
To
our meeting seemed mutual. Tbe Ser
geant, apparently feeling the necessity
of explanation, wiped his mouth so
berly.
Untouched by human
"I vos yoost goln' to fill me op mlt
der dings like a good soldier. Captain."
hands
he said In anxiety.
"No doubt; well, I am rather hungry
myself.
Mrs. Bungay, In memory of
old times cannot you spare me a plate?
If so, I will take pleasure In Joining
your happy company. Thank you. 1
see you have found your man."
"I have tbet, sir," she answered,
grimly, "an' I reckon as how he's likely ter stay et hum arter this."
the aristocrat of Ready-to-Serv- e
"But you forget be la my guide," I
foods.
protested, not disinclined to test her
temper. "Surely, Mrs. Bungay, you
A table dainty, made of
would not deprive .the South of his valwhite Indian corn presentuable services?"
"An' wouldn't I, now? An' didn't
ing delicious flavour and
tbet little wbifflt promise me long
in
wholesome nourishment
you
ever
uns?
did
Ain't
ha
he
afore
form.
and
appetizing
new
my nat'ral protector?
Whut'S a lone
female a goln' ter dew yere in thor
The steadily increasing sale
mountings wi'out no man!"
of this food speaks volumes
"Come, Jd, what do you say? Are
you tired fighting the battles of the
in behalf of its excellence.
Confederacy, and prefer those of
homeT'
An order for a package of
"I like ter read all 'bout flghtln' well
Post Toasties f.om your
norgh, but durn It, Cap, it kinder
hurtB whin they hits ye on ther head
grocer will provide a treat for
with a gun." His face lit up sudthe whole family.
"
sorter wanter hev
'Sides,
denly.
Marlar git 'qualnted with that thar
"The Memory Lingers"
muel o' mine, Beelzebub. He's out thar
now, hitched te," a tree, an' a eatln' fit
ter bust his bller never a durn mark
foatum Ceratvl Company, Limited
on his bids for all he wlnt through,"
Battle Oraak, Mlcutgaui
church-member-

-

"I

Was Standing

There

Apparently Alone, but for the Dead."

first came, and I felt It my duty to
render your position as eaay as possible. I did not forget that your fatigue came in our defense."
"Could you not say in youra?" I
corrected. "But I have already been
more than repaid. Your band upon
my brow was far more restful than
I can tell you
its soft stroking min
gled in my dreams even before I awoke.
It brought back to me the thought of
my mother. I do not think I have bad
a woman's hand press back my hair
since I was a child."
"There was a look of pain upon your
face as you lay sleeping, and I thought
it might ease you somewhat 1 have
bad some experience as a nurse, you
know." she explained quietly. "You
mentioned your mother; Is she yet
'
living?"
"She is In Richmond, stopping with
friends, but since my capture we have
lost all trace of each other. I was
reported as having been killed In ac
tion, and I doubt If she even yet
Is
Everything
knows tbe truth.
so confused In the capital that
any
it Is impossible to trace
one not directly connected with the
army, once you lose exact knowledge
of their whereabouts."
"Your father, then, Is dead?"
"He yielded his life the first year
of the war; and our plantation near
Charlottesville l.aa been constantly In
the track of the armies. One rather
Important battle. Indeed, waa fought
upon It, so you may realize that It Is
now desolate and utterly unfit for habitation."
The house yet stands?"
"Tbe chimney and one wall alone remained when 1 was last there," I re
pliod, glad of the intereat sbe exhib"Fortunately two of tbe negro
ited.
cabins were yet standing. Doubtless
these will form the nucleus of our

through her fingers. The abrupt ques
tion startled me almost into full con
but fortunately my eyes
fession,
chanced to fall vpon ber wedding-ring- ,
and instantly I crushed the mad words
back Into my throat
"Because it is right," I replied slowly, feeling each sentence aa a deathblow. "For me to remain can mean
only one thing. For that I am ready
enough. If I thought you desired it, but
I dare not choose such a course myself."
'Tou speak In riddles. What Is the
one thing?"
"A personal meeting with Major
Brennan."
The high color deserted her cheeks,
and her eyes met mine In sudden Inquiry. "Oh, no, no!" she exclaimed
"Tou and Prank must
with energy.
never meet in that way. You mean
a duel?"
I bowed gravely.
"I was permitted
to aid In defense of this bouse only
by pledging myself to Major Brennan
afterwards."
"But why need It bo at least now
that you have ttood together as comrades?"
"I tear," I said quietly, "that faox
will not count for much. We both
fought Inspired by your presence."
"Mine!" 1 hardly knew how to interpret her toue.
"Certainly; you cannot be Ignorant
that Major Brennan's dislike is based
upon your friendship for me."
"But there is no reason," sbe stammered. "He baa no cause"
"His reason I must leave blm to ex
plain," I interrupted, to relieve bar evi
dent embarrassment "His words, however, were extremely explicit; and to
Ignore tbem by departure is to 1m
peril my own reputation In both arm
would do so tor no ona elsa In
lea.
tha world but you."
1
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Aron Lashman o Rooteveltj
County Arrested on Complaint of Preacher
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fever, and yet our physicians
declare there is no natural cmse
for this disease in this immunity. It is clear therefore
that the unsanitary condition of
our streets and alleys is largely,
if not wholly responsible for the
presence of tvphoid fever in our
Would it not he a wise p icy
for us to so purge and clei ise
our town before the opening of
the spring and summer se;: on
as to stamp out this unnecessary
disease? Who says "Clean up

ned by the .said J. b.

the preat
thi scriptures.

wni it

federal g
Whate
fense ;f

kept
hich

that exe
the adop

i

puppoi .ed tl
ires, tention, but
is a
s

that the

to the Bank of Mober-;-- .
Missouri, and by the
Bank of loberly. Moberly, Mis-Hammett. will be
aouri, to
foreclosed by a sale (under power of sale eiven in said mortuace
deed) of the premises described
in such mortgagt d i. and here- matter I'lescriheu, at tne ironc
door of the Court House in the
City of Clovis, Curry County,
State of New Mexico, at the
hour of one (1) o'clock p. m., on
the 30th day of March. 1912, to
satisfy the amount due upon such
mortgage deed on the date of
sale.
The premises described in
such mortgage deed and which
will be sold to satisfy the same
are described as follows,
of Lot Seventeen 17, in
Block Fifty 50 in. the Town
now city of Clovis? New Mex
ico, aB the same is shown by
the Official plat now on file in
the Office of the Probate Clerk
Recorder of
and
Roosevelt and Curry Counties,
New Mexico, and of which said
Roosevelt County, Curry County
was formerly a part, together
with the two story brick build
ing situated thereon, and which
said mortgage deed was jriven
to secure payments whieb are
a part of the purchase price of
said property.
will be due or. such
f There
mortgage deed at the date of
sale the sum of Ten Thousand
Inte:
$10000.001 Dollars.
Attorneys' fees, and costs of this
proceeding to the date of sale.
Dated this the 17th day of February, A. D., 1912.
J. D. Hammett, Assignee
of said Mortgage.
.

pet

a most Hant
can
ous
iey can be tn
ed where they have the facts before them; but they do not have
the rules of evidence in their
day?"
minds, and when it comes to a
It is an established fact that full statement of facts, it is not
it is a scientific impossibility for possible to present it to them
any person to have typhoid fully.

After the charges were filed
and the trial set on the charge
of disturbing public worship,
Lashman still continued to serve
as the teacher of the Bible class
in the Sunday school,' not even
having to miss a Sunday to attend court, where Lashman appeared last week for trial.
The judge should not
The case was dismissed, howfever without taking into their only be free from such intimida
and the incident is closed
ever,
stomach the discharge either tion as the recall would subject without any court restrictions
from the bowels or kidneys of him. but he should be absolutely being imposed on the. "Amen
activity.
some person afflicted with the
untrammeled by any influence corner's"
disease. The house fly is the
mat mint in any way aneci ms
Patriotism.
most prolific conductor or car- judgment.
If he be corrupt,
is variously
re
germ,
typhoid
to
Patriotism
and
of
the
rier
he may bo impeached under the
garded, by some men it is a matbe rid of the house fly we must
laws of any state.
ter of carrying a gun around and
have a clean city. Let the pubDuring the reign of James shooting and being shot.
lic health officer, the city counBy others it is supposed to be
cil, the womans clubs, and every II, Lord Coke was chief justice
body
isy" for a clean up of England and the king at that the act of wearing a silk hat and
time was supposed to rule by long tailed coat, thrusting the
divine right. He was the peo- left hand into the bosom of the
ple. Louis XIV of France ex- latter and lifting thje former to
A Public Library
pressed it exactly when he said:
What has become of the prop- "The State; 1 am the State." the cheers of the populance.
By others it is understood as
osition of a public library for The king then occupied the same
act of refraining from doing
the
Clovis?
It has been several relation to government that the
anything
that will interfere with
months since we heard a word people of a pure democracy ocprice
of things, tor interferthe
about this important matter. cupy.
During the reign of ence with the price of anything,
promotes education
Nothing
James II, the courts began to except 'to stimulate its natural
among the masses 'more than
decide questions in such way, as
access to a gcod library. And to now and then, infringe upon growth, is a heinous act.
By others it is a matter of
us remember another thing: the royal power. The king did
voting
the way their fathers did,
Matters of such magnitude as a not like it, and
one decision without stopping to think what
after
public library are not accomthat was particularly rpugant the candidate stands for, or what
plished in a day, and often not to him,
he called the twelve he intends to stand for if he is
in a year. Let some organisa- supreme
court judges before elected.
tion which may be "spoiled tor
him and demanded that they
By others it is conceived to be
a job" renew agitation for this
they would make vehement insistance that this is
promise
that
Who vviil
needed enterprise.
no more decisions affecting the
start the ball rolling. You can prerogatives of the king without the greatest country on earth,
that we can whip any nation on
count on The News pushing first having consulted
their
the globe, and that while we can
every pound she can.
royal master.
Eleven of the criticise our government to our
Initiative, Referendum and judges so promised, but Chief heart's content nobody else dares
Justice Coke replied: "When say p word about it.
Recall
the case comes up on hearing,
By others rt is supposed to be
A Ktrong sentiment has grown I
shall decide as I think a judge manifested by quitting work on
up through the country favora- should decide. "
certain holidays.
ble to the initiative, the referenSuch
be
should
the
of
attitude
By others it is thought to be a
There is
dum and the recall.
judge
all
at
times,
a
and
he
demonstration of the belief that
much vagueness jn the public
subjected
be
to
should
meno
all men are free and equal and
mind as to what these terms
king
a
nace
from
or
from
the
that we ought to work for the
actually mean. At present, our
who
people
soverign
the
are
Brood
of the whole lot of us.
form of government is by reprekings
vere
before
They
the
rulers.
are variously demonstrated
sentatives elected by the people.
constitution,
limiting
cranks,
reformers, highbrows
as
The initiative, referendum and
owers.
Albuquerque
and bolters.
recall would substitute a pure
Patriotism should not be con
democracy, not unlike, in effect, Morning Journa
founded with standing up when
.that of the ancient Crecian
states.
.
Statement of Germania Fire the orchestra plays the National
hymn in a medley of popular
In a general way, the initiative
Insurance Co, of New
airs.however. Patriotism is like
means that th" people may initYork, January J, 1912.
charity it begins at home,- and
iate, or suggest a law, and when
should complete its work there
a majority of the voters of the
before branching out. b)x.
state have petitioned for or
the making of a new law,
Battle Ship Main Sunk.
.a; .he repeal of an old one, the Premium Reserv
Los
Reserve
for
id. Havana, March 16. Amid imlegislature should be compelled
:'
obe, its duty nii'ivly bflfag to justment
pressive naval ceremonies, the
hulk of the
battle ship
fait into effect and proper form Reserved for a
,tihe expressed will of the voters. 106,733.28.
Maine, which was lifted from
The referendum where now Total Liabilities, inclu ing
her muddy grave in Havana
$4.1
in effect provides that when a ital.
harbor, was today sent to her
19,031.94 final resting place at the bottom
bill has been passed by the legis- Net Surplus.
Holders of the ocean. As the hulk of
lature, on petition of a certain
per
eight
voters,
of
cent
the
what was once a magn indent
fer
,cent being the number required
fighting machine, slowly sank
in Oregon, the act, before it be- ItiO from sigh, beneath the waves,
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To the east, the west, north and
south the possibilities for a conversation with friends and business associates at a distance are
endless if you have a

BELL TELEPHONE
The Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Co.

Ex-Offici- o

Hard Times Prices
Shoes made to order. $5 up.
second hand shoes on hand.

The Old Cow
Bootmaker

Boot3 $12 up. Also
All work guaranteed.

Henry Van Vorst

Bo:.

a good lot r,f
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South Ma
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undertaking company
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Fine Ambulance

Phone 211
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r Notice to homesteaders
United States Land Office,

C. E. JUSTUS Proprietor

Firat Class

Hot and Cold Baths

112 2 South Main St.
Fort Sumner, N. M.. Mar. 13, '12.
To United States Commissioners:
L. A. DICKMAN, M. D.
PROFESSIONAL
According to a new ruling rePhysician and Surgeon
cently promulgated, it is necesOffice Opposite Antlers Hotel
sary for a claimant who has takH. W. WILLIAMS
Phone 58.
en an additional entry' and
Attorneys-- a
to perfect title thereto, to
1
Pit Glasses.
:
:
New
show five years residence and Clovis
the required cultivation on either the original or additional enDR. W G. DRAKE
FRANK U. GRANT
tries .since date of the additionPHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
al entry in order to perfect title
ATTORN BY
Phone 164
to the additional entry.
Practice in All Courts
to
is
claimant
the
unable
If
Office over Skidmore Drug Store
ind Contest Cases Given Spe- 1--

tie-sir-

T-LAW

de-ma-

ill-fat- ed

j

upon the
he can sho
law as abo
It is, tl
aary that
should she

showing made and
itional entry when
ompliance with the

ae,

neces-itimon-

y

Libdivis-

-

the

Office with

S.

Fitzhugh.

Street

Res. Phone 271. Office Phone 148

niYSICIAN...

North pf First Nation-

al Bank.
Phones Office 168, fUsidence 269

Dr. D, P, Swearingm
Physician & Surgeon.

davits.

Dr. P. Worley
114 N. Main

J. B. WESTERFIELD
Office 1st

tes- -

J.

make a specialty of disease

eye. ear nose and thros
fitting glasses,
lee Bid.. onuosite postofficc
lie

I'll Sell Your Farm
Would like a list of several
rood cheap farms within from
lye to ten miles of Clovis. Am

sxpecting a number of land bu,y
;rg from the east in a few dayr
ind want a list of the best bar- W. L. Mansfield,
Mansfield-fllftihnm- a

Mgr.
Co

Notice of Contest.

I

, l fl

.ami

tm.
0. Wood a

rrtle Wood-- i
April
.
r tba
north

oh

South-hlp4-

range
township, I fw.-t.r- i
rldln. has Med notice of it
i' - vr.nr proof, to eatahlb
abovs described before WUllatr
Rtstes Commissioner. In hi
M.. on' tha th day nf Mat

Hied

or P. Came. Augusta Kos.
of Claud. New Mexico,
inr K, Curren. Register.

Mwitnaama:

rley. Joinih Q. Brawlcy.
Is Anderson,
an of Hav

Notice for Publi

Josl Land.

:er neetlor,

5.

east. New
f intention
aataMiah

Mc
V. S. Land Office

rfm-- e

flea a

Clovis,

May. 1912.

24.

Claimant

for M W
North Ranee 34
notice of Intension
01520

nan

N. M.

W.

Coral

ihur E. Curren. Register.
i

for Publication.
Nan ran! laml

oyd F. Hiloy.

K

In

V..

Curren

v.-

the Interior.
r. N. M..

Non coal land.

Department nf the Interior. U 8.
Fort Sumner. New Mexico. March 13. 1912.
Notice la hereby given that Edd R Harris, of
Kluo k tower. New unie,,
hn on Min.h a lain
made homestead entry.
no. 02147for north
east quarter section 14 township 2 N. R. 34 E.
Land-offic- e

R

71

Offic

Notice for Publication

Arthur E. Curren. Register.

..CATION.

N. M P. meridian has filed notlco of Intention
Notice For Publication
to make fins! five year pioof. to establish claim
Non-coland.
to the land above d esc r. bed before William J.
Department of the Interior. V. 8. Land Office Curren. United States Commissioner, in his office
t Ft Sumner. N. M.. March IS. 1912.
at Clovls. New Mexico on the 0th day of
lot ire is hereby riven that Marshall A. Owen,
U. who. on Feb. It. 1107. made May, 1912.
f Clovls. N.entry
serial no. 03987 for south
lomcstead
Claimant names as witnesses:
us; quarter section 20 township 1 north ranre
Pror R. MeDsniel. Dee McDanlel. James D.
no-Ic- e
ti E
P meridian has filed
New Mexico
Looper. all of Clovls. N. M.. Houston W. Barrett
to make final five-ye- ar
of his intention
roof to establish claim to the land above
of I) lark tower. N. M.
bofore Wm. J. Curren. U. 8. CommU-ion- cr
Arthur E. Curren. Rerlster.
his office In ClovK N M
at
n the 7th day of May 1912.

r'm,narit
Fields. John H. Cook, ail of Clovia. N. M.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.

Notice pok publication.

Notice for Publication

vitneiss:

n

Lewis C. Fenwick. David M Nicholas. Aron T
Albert B, naniels. allot Clovls N. M.
Arthur E. Curren. Rerlster

Non coal land

Department of the Ir.tortor. U, 8. Isnd office
at Fort Sumner. N. M.. March 13. 1912.
Notice is hereby
riven
that Robert M.
Downs

Notice for Publication.

al
land.
of the Interior. 118 land office nt
fiSnrntur N M March. IS. 1912.
Noiice Is hereby riven thnt William M. newatt.
of Texico. N M. who on Auk. . 31. lis
number 0464. for
,,le hnmrsiesd entry,
northwest quarter of sagtkaa G township 1 north
rimee .17 E.. New Mexico Principal Meridian
five- hits filed notice of intention to make
proof to establish claim to the land
fore William J. Curren. U. S. Commissioner! year
in hii office in Clevis. N M. on the' 1st day of above described before Wm. J. Curren. United
May 1912,
at Clovls
States Commissioner in his office
Claim:, nt namea alt witnesses:
New Mexico on the 1st day of May. 1912.
JohnS. Wyalt. Newton J. Wyalt. paniel T
Claimant names as witnesses:
Bui.? Er.ra F. Mosslck, sll of Clovi. If. M.
Jason E Virden. James F. Curry. Charles E.
Arthur E. Cnrren. Register.
Abbott, Robert N. Hairier. Uof Texico, N. If.
Arthur E. Cnrren. Register

(KI62
Non coal lajd.
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office
at Ft. Sumner, N. M March IS. 1912.
Ni.tic.els hereby riven thnt Franklin Manon,
of Clnvi. N. M. who.on September 11. 190R made
Ifhtnesu-aKntry
No. OR62
for
S. E. quarter See. 28 Township 9 n. range 86. E.
til.-.N. M. P. Meridian, hlu
notice of into
to iruiko
tlon
commutation proof tn

office at

that John J Leddy.
June mh 1908. made
H. K
IB
4.
aection 5.
town
PUBLICATION
East, N. M. P. Mer- id bin
cntion to make final
five year proof to establish claim to the land
I.snd Oflic shove
described
before William J. Curren.
r.N. M., March 13. 191
United States Commissioner, In hla office at
hereby riven that I
xieo N. m.. who. on Feb 1,
Clovls. N. M . on the 7th dsy of May, 1912.
itesd Kntry
No. 092T
Claimsnt ntmei as witnesses
rttlon. t township 4 north, ra
Benjsroln F. Hall, Pete McOanie', both of CloP meridian, hna filed notice
proof
to
stabllsh
claim
commutation
s
vls. N. M.. John J. Willltt. Jacob Oruhaugh.
land above described, before WilHuml).
both of Blue I. tower. N. M.
. Probate Judge,
Curry county; In hla
Arthur E. curren. Register.
h ew Mexico, on the 1st day of May

rnes
a wilnesire
Williams. Ed. A. Hi
Texico. N. M.

rlhur

the Interio

eaaa witnesses:
rail. Henry C. Holt, Harry Put-- .
Honrs te, sll of TeirW. New

Non-co-

Department

,

n.,.

.

hereunder without your
Rjr-.
1,
Ti
1
J. furihe right to be heard therein either -r
I
llVrtlll O IICV
In his of
or
on
appeal,
you
iniaomce
if
days,
file
to
fall
In
one
day
his
th
this
of
of
reader? found a
ofllee wtthin twenty days after the
fourth pub- itcauoa or this notice, as shown below. yo"r spider in his copy of the paper
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on Jury
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People depend upon their
newspapers and magazines for
information on what to buy and
nia.
where to buy. If we would be
T Oojsjmu Carl of Texleo. N. M
itastee:
successful we must tell the pubTea are hereby notified that
'. Llebett,
lic what we have to offer.
who gff aja fJoygf Now Mexico, a
We
must through t .o judicious use
test and eecure the cancellation of your Home- of printer's ink, convince the
stead l No. 01898. made Jan. 4. 19C9 for NE people
that our wares are dur
Seethm 36. Township 4 North Range 36 East
able and that our values are conN. M. t. Meridian, and as grounds for his
ff UtseJd Gasper Carl has never sistent with the prices asked.
estbMsnd or maintained residence on said land
g
and that (eld entry wss made for the purpose The ultimate e.id of the
of speculation
retailer is very prophYou ere. therefore, further notified that the
said alien t Ions will be taken by this office as etically depicted in a little inei.
having! been confessed bv vou. snd vonr said en- - dent
credited to Mark Twain
. .
i
in o" canesieu
'
Serial N0.OUI0. Conteat 10JD.
Department of .he Interior. United
Lead Office. Fort Sumner, N. af.. Mi

of Clovls.
New Mexico,
who on
December. 19, 1906. made homestead serial No
w i- -i anu on r eb. z. 1907. msde
ojum. ror ai-jr- s
Homestead Serisl 02134 for the
section 29, township 4 North. Range 33 East.
N. M. P. Meridian
filed notice of inhas
tention to make final five-yeproof to establish claim to the land above described before
W.J. Curren. United States Commissioner. In
his office at Clovis. N. M
the 4th day of
May. 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
William M. Robinson. Joseph S. Sobo. both of
8t Vrain. N. M.. Charles R. Daniel. Charles E.
Rayburn. both of Clovis, N . M.
Ar hur E. Curren. Register.

h-

answer, under oath, specifically meeting and
responding to these allegations of contest, or If
you fail tn file within that time to file In
this of- one prooi tost you Basse served a copy of
your answer on the said contestant either In
person s by registered mail. If this service is
made by the delivery of a copy of
oue answer
te the contestant In
proof of such service moot be either the said contestant's written
ncknowknirment of his receipt of the copy,
ehowtoc the date of its receipt, or the affidavit
of the person by whom the delivery was made
stating when and where the copy was delivered;
U made by registered
mail, proof of such service moat consist of the affidavit of the person
by whom the copy was mailed slating when and
the post sane to which It was mailed aud this
affidavit must bssecompanlcd by the postmaster s receipt t or the letter.
You rhoold atate In rour answer the name
the post office to which you desire future no-of
tices te be sent to you.
Enrlgne H. Salaxar Receiver
late of first publication
Mar 14. 1912
., Second
St.
.. .. third
23.
., fourth

Succetaful Man Must be
Alert.
In this great period of advancement and progress, mere store
keepers can no longer succeed.
It takes live,
aggressive merchants to succeed
today. The successful merchan t
of today whether in the large
city or the small town, must
deal with modern conditions.
One of the most important of
of important of these is the fact
that this is a great age of pub
licity. Printer's ink is today
selling more goods than ever before in the world's hisrnrv snri
t c .......
from Drp.Wnf inHipntinno
.,u i l o- une- ..1
m mis respect is only
mime
wide-awak- e,

,

.

Money Talks

and wrote Mark asking what it
When p osperity is the
meant. The reply was that the
spider was looking over the colject, the
deposits
umns of the paper to ascertain
in this Hank prove that
who were the
prosperil y is here again,
so that he could weave his web
Arf yon sharing in it? If
over their doors.
not.
it is possibly bei
So if the small town merchant
you are not ifoing busi
does not advertise the people of
his community are not advised
in a bUsinOM w ay.
of his community are not advised
We suggest that you
of the fact that he has reliable
an account with us. Our
and desirable goods, or that he
officers will gladly show you
offers excellent values. They
the benefit of such an ac
read the announcements of the
tion.
large city merchants; they are
attracted to the cities or in too
many isstances fall victim to the
alluring literature of the, mail
order houses.
Trade which
rightfully belongs to them is &
leaving solely because of lack of
CAPITA
w.ooo.oo
publicity. For this reason it is
CLOV
IS,
obvious that extensive advertising is one of the strongest weapons the country merchant possesses ayair.st the giant mail or
der houses.
The
sub-increas-

i

American Bank
Trust Company
1

50 Acres of Land Near Dexter Brings $55,000.00
Browder has closed a
deal with J. A. Hurt, selling his
fifty-acr- e
farm near Dexter to
J. A. Hurt at $1,100 per acre,
the deal amounting to $55,000.
This is one of the largest
prices paid for land around the
Dexter country.
D. M.

Pacific Mutual Life
surance Company of
California

Assets and Liabilities. December 31, 1911, $23,363,286.91.
F. B. Schwentker, General
Asent, Albuquerque, N. M.
A. K. Whitehead of Texico, wan
in the city the first part of the

week.

Notice for Publication.

Non coal land
Department of the Interior V. 8 Land office at
rort Bumner. w. M. rvbi-uar- r
24. 1912
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Notice is hereby riven
Wily H
that
PUBLICATION
FOR
CIsybrook.
NOTICE
of
M.,
N.
St.
Vrain.
who
on March 8.
Non-eeland,
01621
1907,
made Homestead Entry. No. u2160. for
non coal land
Land OITIc
t of the Interior. I
Department of the Interior. U. 8. Isnd office Southeast quarter (SEI-4)- . Section 21. Township
er N. M.. March 13
North. Range V3 East. N. M. P. Meridian
st Ft. Sumner N.M. March 13. 1912.
sby riven that Wil
filed notice of intention to make Commutation
M.. who, on Jj
Notice !s hereby given that William R. Beber
ntry
No.
Texico. New Mexico, who on Proof, to establish claim to the land above de
mmvier. of
scribed, before A. L. Await, Probate Clerk. Cur
September 5th 1908. made homestead entry
M. P.
ry County. In his office, at Clovis. New Mexico,
no. 0000. for
make
sec. 8. and
to the
Claimant
sec, 9. township 2 north range 37 B. N. M P on the 10th day of Anril
' Cio- Currer
meridian has filed notice of intention to make as witnesses:
A.
William
R.
CIsybrook.
Julin
Browncll.
Ed T.
Five year proof, to establish claim to the
George It.
Bookter. Jsines P. Mines, all of St. V rain. N.M,
W. J. Curren. V
vener. New land above described, before
In his office at Clovls. New
Arthur E. Curren, Register.
Mexico on the 1st dayof May, 1912,
Claimsnt names t witnesses:
James F.Vinyanl, Albert Means. Albert Doo-ffttl-e,
Non-Co- ol
Land.
For
Publication
Notice
Frank Culklns. all of Texico, N. M.
Department of the Interior. U.S. Land Office
Non-co0209?
Arthur E Curren. Register
Land
at ForUSumner, N. M February
1912.
lartmcnt of the Interior. IT S land
Notice is hereby given that Edgar O. Whips
13,
1912.
Mexico,
March
New
miner
for the heirs of John Whips, deceased, of Mel
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
:ice ia hereby riven that Mary E.
rose. New Mexico who. on January 7. 1907. made
Republication
Homestead Entry. No. 02098. for South-ea- st
quar
ter lSaU-4- ) Section 6. Township 4 north. Rsnge
Non coal land,
trlment of tha Interior, U. S land office at 33 East. N. M. P. Meridian, has 8 led notice of
intention to make Five-yeProof, to establish
'ort Sumner, N. M. . March IS. 1W2.
ce is hereby riven that George W Black . of claim to the bind above described, before William
is, N. M.. who. on
1907
made D. MeBee. Probate Jqdge of Curry County, N. M
Jan. 14.
Entry
esteed
No. 03891
for
luartar, (SEI-4- ) Section ti Township 1 north, at his office in Clovis. N. M.. on the 26th day of
States
re S3 east N. M. P. Meridian, has filed March. 1912.
five-yee of Intention to make
Mexico
Claimaat names as witnesses:
Junes O. Mot
f to establish claim se the land above
her andOra O. Simmons, both of Melrose. N. M..
'I bed before
William 3. Curren.
United
; Commissioner, in hta office at Clovls. New
Reuben A. Millssp. Let ter A. Dickman, both of
co on the 7th dsy of May, 1912.
N. M.. Willlsr
Clovis. N. M.
iiiiant mimes as witnesses:
Clovls. N. M.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.
vidW. Nicholas. Albert B. Dai. wis. Walter
wen. Daniul L. Moye, all of Clevis. New

Notice for Publication
!.

Notice for Publication.

E. Curren. Register

Non coal land.

Department of the Interior United States land
New Mexico. Feb.
at Fort Sumner.

office

otice for Publication.

Depsitmem
Ft, Sumner. I
Notice la her

SO.

Non coal land.
tent of the Interior. U 6 Land
at
r N. M. Mar. 18. 1912.
hereby given that Harry Rodenberrer
N. M. who on January 14, 1811, made
entry, i tins,, rer the Northeast quar-4- )
of section 11. Township 4 north.
East N. M. P. Meridian haa Uerf
ten
t ion to make anal Commu tatio proof
i
n ciaim to me una a Dove a esc rt bed.
U. B. Commissioner.
uvis. N
on the 9th dsy

'

n
Minnic M. I
John M. H

IMgj
Kelly. Coorga S.

Tag-id- .

N. U.
n. Register.

e i or ir
Non-co-

t

rmmrnwnm

Notice For Publication

Arthur

Notice for Publication

For Publication.
V.

r.

IX

M

Land Offlc

19m.

Minnla M. Lowry.
wry. doeeaged of
n August 1, 1906.
011902

for aw

4

range 24 east
iod notice of inten.

rth.

1911

Notice Is hereby given I bat Guraldmo'A. Ward
widow of John 8. Ward, of Blacktower, N. M.
who. on July 2. 1908. made Homestead Kntry, No.
019, for Northeast quarter (NE), Section II.
Township S North. Rsnge 34 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make commutation proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before A. L. Await, Probata
Clerk. Curry County, In bin office at Clovls, New
Mexico, on the 3rd day of April. 1912.
Claimant names as Witnesses: Cheater C. Me.
Oee. John B, Dunlap. Walter P. Greenfield, all of
HUektower. N.M. Flank A. Westhoff of Havener. N.M.
Arthur E. Curren. Register

proof, toestabli.il.
rlbed, before Wm.
sr. In his esTiee ac
ay
nf May. 1912

Ilepaitu
Fort Sumner, N.

Non coal bind.

bind office at

Feb.. U.
Notice is hereby given that '81
of Texico. N. M. who on Aug
Homeatead Entry No. 0400, for
ter FNW1-4- ,
Section 29. To
Raage S7 Bast, N M. P. Meridii
nf Intention to make Final Five
taMish clabn to the land above
W, D. MeBee. Probate Judge. C
Mexico, in hlu office, at Clovis
the 1st day o( Anril. 1912.
Raiment namea as wltnease
a. Dock H. Holden. Edward
M

an C. Hunter,
16, 1908. made

thwest

quar- -

rroof. to
before
'ounty. New
Mexico, on
hn E.

Bing-inte- r.

all of
ren.

licUtr

If a burglar gets into your house and you have

money concealed there, the burglar "will get
your mo.iey. That is a burglar's business.
The burglar will know you have the money
before he goes into your house: that is the burglar's business. Our business is to protect your
money. If it is in our bank, it will be safe from
burglars, from fire and your own extravagance; you cannot lend it, spend It or lose it
so easily.
Do your banking with uk. We do strictly
banking, that's all.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Of Clovls

In-

MEMORIAL

CAMDEN MISS
HELPED BY CARDUI
Miss

Wilton

Suffered

BUILDING

TO

AMERICAN

INDIAN

6XHLTKY

HAD THROAT

TROUBLE SINGE

for Nine

CHILDHOOD

Year, bat Finally Obtained
COLONY HOUSE IS PROFITABLE

Relief by Taking Cardui.
Camden, Miss. "About five years
Mo." says Miss W. E. Wilson, of this
place, "I had to undergo an operation, and after that it hurt me to
stand on my feet or walk much.
I had suffered, more or less, with
womanly troubles, for more than nine
year 8, and I was very weak and nervous.
As soon as I commenced to take
Cardui, I felt better. Now 1 am not
taking any medicine, for I don't need

any.
Cardui

has done me more good

than anything I have ever taken. It
is the grandest medicine for women
that was ever made."
This remarkable letter, from a lady

who has actually tried Cardui, ought
surely to convince you of the genuine
merit of this successful medicine, and
Induce you to give it a trial for your
own troubles.
Cardui Is the Ideal remedy for all
weak, suffering women, young or old.
Cardui acts specifically on the
womanly constitution, preventing unnecessary
pain, and building up
strength where it Ib most needed.
During the past 50 years it has proven Itself to be a reliable remedy for
weak women. It has helped others,
and should certainly help you. At all
druggists. Try It
If. B. Write to I Ladles' Advisory
Dept., Caattaaooarn Medirlne Co., Chattanooga, Ten ii., for Special Iaatroc-tloa- a,
ax book, "Ha me Treatand 64-ment for Womrn," aent In plain wrapper, on request.
pa

Mean People.
Henry Russell, the head of the Boston opera, was describing his foreign
tour in search of talent.
"They were mean people," he said
of the singers of u certain city. "I
could do no business with them. They
thought only of money."
Mr. Russell Bmiled.
"They were as bad ps the man who
discovered the Blank theater fire.
"The first intimation the box office
had of this Are come, at the end of
the third act, from a fat man who
bounded down the gallery stairs,
stuck his face at the ticket window
and shouted breathlessly:
" 'Theater's afire! Qlmme me mou-

sy back!'

"

Celtic Arithmetic.
Into the general store of a town up
In New York state theie recently came
a big, grod natured Irish woman, who
wanted to be weighed. She stepped
off the scales almost as . soon aa she
had Btepped on.
"Sim re, these scales is no good!"
was her disgusted comment. "They
only weigh up to wan hundred, an' I
weigh something loike wan hundred
and nolnety pounds."
" Tls easily discouraged ye are, Mrs.
Casey," said a friend. "Just step onto
them twlct me dear, and let Mickey
here do the sum for ye."
TO DBIVB OUT MALARIA
Afili III 11,11 I I' Till' SYSTEM
Take the Old Htandiird UKOVHM TASTKl.KSa

TONIC Too know what Ton are taking.
ls plainly printed on Yery bottle,
Tin' formal
bowing It Is simply Quinine and Iron In a tasteless
ana
the most60 vnvrtusl form. Iror grown
form,
cents.
people sod children,

CHILL,

Absent-Minded-

"I want a
Yes'ra. What
wear?" Life.

dog-colla-

.

please."
size shirt does he

Wealth may not bring a inau happiness, but it surrounds him with a
friends.
multitude of would-be

Love may not make the world go
round, but It Beems to mc.ke a lot of
people giddy.
ONLY ONK "HKOEIO QUININE."
LAXATIVE! IIKOMO OUIMN H. Look for
the slgnatnre of K. W. liRUVK. Used the World
aver to;ure a Cold In One llaj. 26c.

That Is

Too often the man with tne hoe gets
the worst of an encounter with the
man with the gold brick.
Mrs. Wfnttow's Soothing; Syrup for Children
teelhtne;, softens the gums, reduces Inftamma-tlou- ,
allaa pain, cures wind colic, 26c a bottle.

by

Many a woman encourages
trying to discourage him.

16

a man

CENT
SEED
SALE

or
AAA kernelsIA.
IU,UVU

Select. d
FERTILE SEEDS lor
1 710 Leltuca
000 Celerr
T SO Onion
lOOParelsr
BOO Cabbags
1000 Radish
I
100 romsta
CS0 Carrot
1 780 TurnlD
I OO ktelun
I 700 Brilliant Flower Saads. M mrts
Anyone of these packages is worth
me price we aK lor Iht wools
ly
lu.uoo krrnels.
II p.
our

'WJ

UlAM

wsy of telling you lest our seed
proving to you bow mighty good
tbejr are.
mmA
Kmi.1 li aaaas In riii in,
we will sand you Ihls great collection of seed
by return maO. We'll alvo ansll you fres our
great 1M3 attains If you ok for It all postpaid.
JOHN A. SALZER SEED CO.
800 Seats IkeMB Street
La Orssaa, Wis.

Tuft's Pills

stimulate the torpid liver, strengthen the
digestive organs, regulate the bowels. A rent-aLiaeqaaled at sa
for sick beadstue.
ANTI-BILIO-

MEDICINE.

Elegantly sugar coated. Small dose. Vrice. 2AO.

Possesses Many Oeclded Advantages
Over Permanent Houses All Fixtures Made Removable.

Portable colony houses for the
farm flock possess a decided
tage over the large
house,
I make them, bowev er, Just as large as
the weight will pen ill. My aim Is to
have them of suoh weight that they
can be moved anywhere on the farm
at any neason of the year, writes J. T.
Campbell In the New England Homestead. When hard and native lumber
Is used, the maximum slse Is 7x9 feet,
with rear wall 6 feet. 2 Inches and
front wall 6 feet 10 Inches. This permits the use of
boards without
waste, and buildings high enough to
work In with comfort.
If light lumber Is used In construction the cost Is Increased somewhat,
I wErSj-and we secure the advantage of more
'
rarWMni
room. We find the farm team can
handle a 7x1 or 8x10 house of this
kind. Wa use no upright frame at
(all. The building Is operated by the
vertical siding. The runners on
next two years will be devoted by Andrew Carnegie's architect. Alfred Kelsey of Philadelphia, to the
THE
which these houses rest are made
of plans for the magnificent memorial Indian building to te erecd in Washington by the steel
magnaie and other philanthropists.
from 4x4 hardwood, and are placed
Mr. Kelsey announced that he would visit Indian settlements,
from the
the longer way of the house, set unIsthmus of Panama to Alaska, In search of Ideas. The ancient art, traditions and habits of the aborigines will be
minutely studied and as far as possible will be symbolized In architectural designs. A broad flight of steps leadder 12 Inches from each side and
ing to a wide platform will form a spacious approach, in the center of which will be an equestrian statue
the ends flush. This keeps the runners from weather exposure, and if
of an Indian with uplifted hand. In token of peace and friendship.
On each side towers will stand In which a
d
care is used to keep them blocked
collection of old,
mission bells will bang, gathered from several states.
they last as long as the building. The
one shown In the accompanying piconly one. An attempt was mads to ture Is the latest model. It Is an obpublish a newspaper In Boston In ject to provide for the admission of
1690, but only one Issue
was put an abundance of fresh air without
forth. It was called Public Occurrences, and the watchful authorities
Christmas day, 1604, was celebrated promptly snuffed it out "for uttering
Was Published Earlier Than Bosby the colony with special test It
reflection of a very high order." How
ton News Letter.
was the first Christmas observance, successfully have most newspapers of
by the way, In what Is now New Englater years steered clear of any such
Periodical, In Manuscript Form, Called land and after the religious exercises dangerl
of the morning and before the feastBut we are wandering far from the
"Master William," Issued 300
ing and drinking and general merryyoung adventurers of St.
enterprising
Years Ago by French on
making became too boisterous a spe- Croix Island
and their newspaper of
St. Croix Island, Me.
cial Christmas Issue of the Master 1604. Their
effort was a small one
William was read to the company by and the
results were transient; but
New York. An Industrious digger the
editors. So early did the Idea of there is a certain sentiment which
Colony House In Position.
Into the depths of the past has the "extra" and
brought to light the Interesting fact ber" take root In the "holiday num- attaches to first things, and in hisAmerican Journal-Ism- ! torical matters a certain Importance draft. In our earlier buildings we
that America's first newspaper was
It Is a great pity that the also. The Master William deserves were compelled to use a curtain to
published a full century earlier than chronicler did
not Include a copy of Its rescue from oblivion, and should keep out the storms or snow. We
If It the Master
the date commonly ascribed.
William in
when the found this curtain more or less of a
was not a newspaper in the later ac- something more about his record, or not again be neglected
It than the story of the feeble beginning of new nuisance, and have gotten rid of It
ceptance of the term It was at least bare mention of
its occasional appear- world Journalism is told. But what an In the type of house shown.
a periodical, prepared and published ance.
The roof projects over the openopportunity was missed by the pubwith more or less regularity for the
It was not until 1704, a full century lishers of tho Calais Times or the ing 2 feet and acts as an awning, it
eager perusal of the little community
later, that the Boston News Letter Eastport Sentinel when the failed keeps out snow and rain, but admits
which It served.
plenty of air. Three sides of the
In short it was on St Croix Island, was established, commonly spoken of to take the name of the pioneer sheet
building are lined under with a cheap
as
newspaper
the
In
first
America,
put
to
and
being
and
forth
claim
the
of
a few miles below the present city of
grade of two-plcontinuing for fifteen years to be the Its direct successor.
roofing felt, which
Calais; that the Master William was
prevents any wind blowing through
published during the winter of 1604-0cracks and causing drafts. Single
by the members of the French exboard floors are uBed. Perches are
,
Cham-plainpedition under DeMonts and
In the back part of the building, with
who were seeking to establish
dropping board under them.
Nest
there tho capital of the vast and
boxes are under the dropping board
vague empire claimed by France In Strain of Husband's Fight With Classls
denheuvel, withdrew from the classls, to economize space. The water vesToo Great for Passaic (N. J.)
America. They were the first Eurodeclaring theme lives free and Inde-pen- d sel is placed on a shelf 18 inches
peans to pass a winter on these northWoman.
and restored rr. Vandenheuvel from the floor. I prefer to have all
ern shores of the new world since
the fixtures, such as nest boxes,
Mrs. Vandenheuvel,
the days of the legendary
Passaic, N. J. Illness brought on' to the pastorate.
North111
In bed, was overjoyed perches and dropping boards, removmen centuries before; and at that by worry over the troubles her hus- seriously
able. One of these little houses actime they were the only Europeans band had with the members of the with the victory, and the excitement
the commodates 30 to 35 Leghorn fowls.
In America north of the Spaniards In North Side Christian Reformed church it brought on, together with
Florida,
and the Classls of Hudson, to which strain caused by the long fight, caused
Eggs From Pure-bre- d
Fowls.
Champlaln
Samuel
himself, later it belongs, hastened the death of Mrs. her death.
It took some of us a good many
the founder of Quebec and the father Arle J. Vandenheuvel, according to a
years to discover that there was more
of New France, was the chronicler statement made by her physician.
DEFY DEATH IN GOLD RUSH profit in selling eggs
from pure bred
of the expedition, and in his vivid
Six months ago Mr. Vandenheuvel
fowls at $1.50 and $2 per dozen than
story of that winter on St. Croix Is- was dragged Into the divoi-csuit of
land he makes express mention of the one of his churchmen as a witness. Race to New Fields, 130 Miles From from the barnyard variety at 25 cents.
Dawson, Being Made With TemIt Is easy to figure that 25 pure breds
Master William, the significance of His testimony was a large factor In
perature at 40 Below Zero.
will earn more money than 100 barnwhich appears to have been over- causing
Stevenson to
yards.
looked by historians generally.
He annul the marriage, but caused a row
relates that the paper was prepared in his congregation, which resulted Is
Dawson, Y. T. Two hundred men
from time to time "by the bright spir- his being suspended by the classls. with dog teams and prospecting outits of the party" to while away the Mrs. Vaudenheuvel, who helped her fits are making a six days' race to
tedium of the long and severe win- husband In the fight, was takeu 111, but the new gold field at the head of
ter. It was passed around in writ-to- even in her Illness she kept in touch Sixty Mile river, 130 miles from Dawnot printed, form; but among s with every movement made by her son.
few score men, all deadhead
subhusband's enemies.
The temperature was about zero
scribers, that was a wholly satisfacRecently the members of the church, when the rush began, but has since
tory method of publication.
Feed lime and charcoal liberally.
a majority of whom iavored Mr. Van dropped to 40 degrees below.
Do not breed from fowls that are
too old.
damage, if not ruin, the business of
Millet seed is an excellent egg proprivate trades people.
ducing grain.
At the same time the probable
Many poultrymen raise lettuce just
raising of taxes and the various for hen feed.
notorious
mismanageof
Instances
alTrades People and Politicians of Re- members abstained from voting
An Incubator will not trample on
ment by the state when it has tried and break the eggs.
together.
public Fight Measure That Would
In accordance
with the large to compete in trade or commerce
A few undesirable eggs will lower
Lower Living Cost.
majority of votes a protest, strongly are pointed to as proof of the un- the price of a whole crate.
worded, haa been forwarded to the soundness of the measure.
Cut clover hay has helped revoluParis. The government's proposal prime minister. Thus this extremely
The bill has caused the greatest tionize the poultry business.
to reduce the present high cost of liv- important experiment In municipal consternation among
small shop
Feeds rich In protein should make
ing by the establishment of municipal trading, supported by the govern- keepers of the country, the
who see them- up a large part of the ration.
throughshops
butchers'
and
bakers'
ment, has been rejected by the great- selves threatened with ruin.
Their
A male bird is past his best stage
out the country is meeting with deter- est municipal body In France.
s
unions are prepared to defend
after
he has seen two breeding
mined opposition from various quarThe feeling among the public Is
to the utmost against the favters.
correspondingly strong. It Is pointed ored competitor.
A lousy hen never thrives and dally
It was of course foreseen that the out that
Bhops
In view of the almost universal
not
atentton should be given to keep lice
trades people, whose business would being obliged to mako a profit and disapproval of the government's
d
down.
would being backed by the funds of the
to competition,
be subject
plunge into socialism It seems and mites green
or the dry leaves, proAlfalfa,
raise an outcry, but It has come as a municipality will be able to retail probable that the bill will quietly be
duces an ideal color In the yolk when
great surprise that many politicians, goods at low prices and thus badly dropped.
the hens have an abundance of it,
to
who might have been expected
All eggs used for eating should be
back tt heartily, are either maintainfrom hens that have no male birds
ing a neutral position or supportrunning with them. Such eggs are
ing the opposition.
infertile.
socases
radical
nearly
all
the
In
It will pay the poultry grower to
cialists have criticised the project Woman Enlarging Her Bank Account
make a careful study of the color and
In the past 15 days men emcount.
severely as unworkable and InefficaIn Novel Manner Owns 400
ployed by her have trapped 1,700 musk-rats- . quality of yolk that Is demanded by
cious and the very few that Is the
Acres of Marsh Lands.
high-clas- s
trade, and then learn
for
T'je pelts are worth 46 cents the
bound
who
felt
have
collectlvtsts
to produce it.
how
the sake of consistency to favor the
Newark, Del. Running a muskrat apiece and the bodies Ave cents, maThe poultryman shone endeavor to
bill, are doing so with very little en- ferm may be a queer business, but king the market price 60 cents for
feed
all that the bens w".l consume
can
Fox
each
animal.
thusiasm
Is
Mrs.
profitable
John
that It
a profit for it, and skill
return
and
of
the vouch. Mrs. Fox owns four hundred
Indication
An excellent
During the entire season It Is exstrong feeling against the bill has Just acres of marsh land between Silver pected that ten thousand muskrats and experience are necessary to dethis amount.
been given by the debate and vote or Run and Appoqulnlmink river. In the will be trapped on her marsh land, termine
Eggs are bought by the dozen, but
a
on
county,
on
municipal
council
New
part
of
Castle
lower
the Paris
which will bring in $5,000, and of that
by Councilor which nothing whatever can be raised amount at least three thousand dol- the poultryman who always markets
resolution presented
large, heavy eggs soon gets a premiRoblglla, protesting against the crea- except muskrats, yet she will clear In lars will be proflL
um of 6 cents or more a dozen above
shops. At the the four months from November 16 to
tion of
the price for ordinary eggs.
meeting of the council, which was March 15 more money than any wheat
The wisdom of giving the fowls a
Starves to Death on Diet.
forty or corn grower In the state will la a
attended,
well
exceptionally
Omaha. Mrs. Boutae Zschau. who well balanced ration may not appeal
members voted for the resolution and year on a farm of the same size.
began dieting six months ago In an to many, but a practical demonstraThe muskrat crop this year Is
thirteen against It All the latter
good and aa a consequence effort to recover her health, starved to tion of what the well balanced ration
were avowed collectlvtsts, but a nuni-be- i
will do wlU convince the most
of extreme "lefts," or radical Mrs. Fox la fattening her bank ac death the other day.

All

Treatments Failed. Relieved
by Peruna.
BSBBBS

advan-permane- nt

iliii

HAD PAPER IN 1604

bron-tube-

1 1

n.

"So reading
the
Pepapers about
runa I decided to

try,

without

good.

But after

the

least bit of hope that
it would do mo any

'

soft-tone-

suffered witK
s
'h of the
and had
ible cough ever

"I would sit up in
bed with p i o w a
propped up behind
me, but still the
cough would not let
me sleep. I thought
and everybody else
that I had consump-tio-

12-fo-

'

"I

tak-

ing three bottles I
noticed
a change.
My
appetite got
better, so 1 kept on,
Mrs. Hohmsnn, never
discouraged.
Finally I seemed not to cough so much
and the pains in my chest got better
and I could rest at niiht.
"I am well now and cured ol a chrome
tell
cough and sore throat. I cannot
you how grateful I am, and I cannot
thank Peruna enough. It has cured
where doctors have failed and I talk
Peruna wherever I go, recommend it to
who
People
think they
everybody.
better give it a
have consumption

trial."

THE NEW FRENCH REMEDY. Nn..N,.2.No.3.
Used In French
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GREAT SUCCESS, CURES FILSS. EIDNKY Hl.APDr.R DISEASES, CHRONIO CLOURS, SKIN ERUPTIONS
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r FREE bsnkl- -t M Dr. Ls Clrra.
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It'a Use Will

Etui

Sors Eras
NO COMPLAINT.
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Worry Kills Pastor's Wife

French Socialist Bill Doomed

thorn-selve-

sea-eon- s.

pro-prose-

Profit In Muskrat Farm

The Jay

By Heck!
off

hurt a feller to fall

It'd certainly
thet

building.
The Guide Well, de last guy wot
did It never complained none.

Domestic Difficulties.
Husband What's the matter, dearf
Why do you look so worried?
Wife Oh, I've Just got everything
all ready for Mrs. Neatlelgh's visit
I've done up all the curtains and
pillow shams and bureau covers and
centerpieces, and they're all spick and
span.
Husband Well, if everything is in
such apple pie order why look so disconsolate about it?
Wife (bursting into tears) Oh, I
Just know, as soon as she sees them,
she'll know I cleaned everything all up
because she was coming! Judge.
Feline.
Lou I would rather a man would
call me a fool than a knave.
Sue Of course.
It's truth that
hurts. Toledo Blade.

It Is said that contentment ls better than great riches but most people are willing to take chances with
the great riches.
And

THE DOCTOR HABIT
How She Overcame It.

When well selected food has helped

the honest physician place his patient
in sturdy health and free from the
"doctor habit," it ls a source of satis-

faction to all parties. A Chicago woman says:
"We have not had a doctor in the
house during all the 5 years that we
have been using Grape-Nut-s
food. Before we began, however, we had 'the
doctor habit,' and scarcely a week went
by without a call on our physician.
"When our youngest boy arrived, 6
years ago, I was very much run down
and nervous, suffering from indigestion and almost continuous headaches.
I was not able to attend to my ordinary
domestic duties and was so nervous
that I could scarcely control myself.
Under sdvice I took to Grape-Nut"I am now, and have been ever since
we began to use Grape-Nut- s
food, able
to do7 all my own work. The dyspepsia, headaches, nervousness and rheumatism which used to drive me fairly
wild, have entirely disappeared.
"My husband finds that in the night
work In which he ls engaged, GrapsV
Nuts food supplies him the most wbeMp
some, st lengthening
and satisfying
lunch he ever took with him." Name
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek.
Mich.

Read the little book, "The Road to

WeDvllle," in pkgs. "ThereVs s reason."
Elver read the
A new
aa appears frontaliovs letter!
io time. Tatar
are genuine, trans, tints
ana fail of

interest.

.

YOUR SUCCESS AS A PARMER,
You

LI
mT
It

1 1MUUN1
' ovor hard

thing;

la in U4v.tu.4f
cornea.

trip
fort.

to do the riant

to do It that th

tuc

Lat ua try tn miut It
llttU easier for
the child to do right and a little harder
for It to do wrong.
DAINTY THINGS FOR THE TABLE.
A perfectlr delicious and moat attractive dessert li:
Fruit 8ponge Drop With Cream.
Beat thoroughly a cup of sugar and
three eggs, add a third of a cup of
water and a cup of flour alfted with
two teaapoonfula of baking powder.
Add aalt and a teaapoonful of vanilla.
Bake In patty pana and when cool
acoop out the center carefully and fill
the cavities with peaches, pears or
any desired fruit. Place a spoonful
of whipped cream on each, garnish
with a piece of fruit uaed for the filling, and serve. Or they may be rolled
in boiled frosting and sprinkled with
cocoanut.
Cottage Cheese 8alad. Mil two cup-fulof cottage cheese with half a cup
of walnut merits, a teaspoonful
of
chopped chives or onion. Season highly with salt and paprika, and arrange
tn balls, three In a nest of lettuce.
Pour around them mayonnaise
to
which baa been added some chopped
olives or capers.
Mock Clam 8oua. Wash free from
salt a half pound of salt codfish, cover
with a quart of cold water, and bring
to the boiling point and simmer for
one-hahour. Remove the fish, which
may be saved for balls and strain the
wa..er, add a thickening of a
of butter which has been
cooked with a tablespoonful of flour.
Add a pint of milk and bring to the
boiling point Into the soup dish
place a piece of buttered toast, pour
in the soup and garnish with finely-cu- t
parsley.
Graham Bread. Mix two cupfuls of
scalded milk,
of a cup of molasses, two teaspoonfuls of salt, and
when luke warm a fourth of a yeast
cake dissolved in warm water, and
two cupfuls of flour, four cupfuls of
grahnm. B.at well, let rise until
double Its Milk, beat again, place In
buttered pans and when well risen,
bake in
moderate oven.
Prune Pudding. Make a small mold
of lemon Jelly.
Cook until tender a'
cup of large prunes, place In a glass
dish and pour over the lemon Jelly.
Set away to harden.
Serve with
whipped cream.
a

will more than pay by the com-

Alwaya wrap linen that la to lay any
length of time, In blue paper. It will
keep It from turning yellow.
Hair brushes, if carefully washed In
hot soda water and quickly dried, will

keep their freshness for yeara.
A good housekeeper says If we will
stir a tablespoonful of vinegar into
the lard In which fritters, doughnuts
or potatoes are fried, they will not
soak fat.
A teaspoonful of salt or a amall
piece of gum camphor added to the
oil In a lamp is said to Improve the
light, always providing the burner la
kept clean.
To lessen the labor of Ironing table
linens, If they are wrung by hand the
wrinkles are not so firmly set and
will dry smooth.
Eat apples. They are a tonic and an
appetizer. They are rich In flavors
and a valuable food adjunct.
if one would have a good complexion, it is necessary to have plenty of
fresh air while sleeping and plenty of
work to keep the mind busy. The only
wrinkles then will be those made from
laughter, and thoBe are considered
beautiful.
WIntor or summer one window in
the sleeping room should be kept open,
day and night.
One person can exhaust all the air
In an ordinary bedroom In an hour.
A
bedroom and the
sleeper's head entirely covered with
the bedclothes Is no better than sleeping with a closed window.
Don't worry about taking cold.
Fresh air Is one of the best

sutpss as a farmer depends

pen your selection of a farm. We
are offering substantial farming
homes, so reliable In their nature and
on such aasy terms, that any thrifty
farmer can make the land pay Itself
out In a short time. We are selling a
wonderfully fine body of land as owners, guaranteeing perfect title, to the
horaeseeker consequently no selling
commission increases the price to the
purchaser, who gets the last dollar of
value In the land.
Oood crops were raised in this section last season when so many localities made short crops. Send to us
for free Illustrated booklets, giving
complete information. The farmer
who Is now working land that he can
in
sell for high prices can
lands Just as productive, Just as certain, getting a big Increase in acreage
t this wonderful new country. The
renter can here become owner of a
home of his own. It is a solid opportunity for the rich farmer to
richer and for tho farmer with
email resources to become independown, balance
dent. Terms, one-fiftIn t, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 years Prices U
per acre and upward Notes payable
on or beforo maturity.
Address:
CHAS. A. JONES,
Manager S. M. Swenson & Sons,
Spur, Dickens County, Texas.
h

SATISFIED HIM.

ff
I

WHO would lead muat first
himself be led;
would be loved be capable of

JaTaVJaaaV

Who

B

love

Beyond the utmoat he recelvea; who
clalma
The rod of power muat flrat have bowed
his head.
And being honored, honor whafa above.
Thla know the men who leave the world
Buyard Taylor.
their names.
SEASONABLE

DISHES.

IS GOOD to live! If but to
dream
That even In a city atreet.
Above the hlgheat bulldlng'a top
God's anawer and my prayer "will
meet.

If hut to see amid the crowd

Two comradea meet and greeting give;

A face the lovellght clorlflea;
A laughing child 'tie good to live!
x

Maude HartwelL

WAY8 OF USING MUTTON.
In small places during
the cold
weather mutton is hard to buy; but
a few recipes will be useful when the
meat Is more plentiful.
Shepherd Pie. Take, a pound, of
cold mutton, a pint of cold boiled pof
an onion grated, one
tatoes,
or two cooked carrots; cut the mutton and potatoes into small pieces and
put them with the onion and carrot
into a deep baking dish. Add a cupful of stock or water, salt, pepper and
a tablespoonful of butter cut In bits.
poPare and boil four medium-sizetatoes, mash and add cup of cream,
salt aud pepper to taste, beat until
light, then add enough flour to make
a soft dough; roll out and cover the
dish with the dough, mage a cross cut
In the center to allow the steam to escape, and bake in a moderate oven
one hour.
A modern shepherd's pie is made
like the above with the addition of a
few capers and a stalk or two of celery.
Barbecued Mutton. Make a sauce
by melting two tablespoonfuls of butter; to this add the Juice of half a
lemon, a quarter of a glasa of currant Jelly,
of a teaspoon
of prepared mustard,
teaspoonful of suit, pepper to taste and
a bit of grated orange peel. Reheat
slices of mutton in this sauce and
serve hot. Do not cook af'er getting
hot or It will toughen the meat
Mix together the
Mutton
following ingredients:
Two cups of
cooked macaroni, three cupfuls of cold
cup
of
cooked mutton,
strained tomato, one teaspoonful of
curry powder, one egg, one and a halt
tablespoonfuls of butter, salt and pepper to taste. Butter a deep pie plate
or baking dish, make a mound of the
mixture and cover thickly
with
crumbs, well buttered; cover the pan
and cook twenty mlnutea, then uncover and brown. Remove to a hot platter and garnish with eprlgs of parsley.
Croquettes are One made from mutton, uBlng curry for flavoring or a little tabasco and Worcestershire sauce.

Mr. Nervee I come, sir, to ask you
for the hand of your daughter.
Her Father (feelingly) Young man,
her mother is dead; she la all I have
left.
Mr. Nervee You've given her a fine
recommendation, sir, a fine recommendation.

LAWYER

CURED

OF ECZEMA

one-hal-

d

d

one-hal-

Left-Ove-

r.

one-hal-

I

BE-

PRODUCTION.
So much has bepn written rerardlna;

the great amount of money made out

Styles In Ailments.
Wind.
"Well, here I am," announc
fashionable physician In his
tn Infallible vnrm
way.
"And now what do you think
ristlpatlon. Tod
this I am willing to sire millions of free peek-al- l
Is the matter with pou?"
Sold, by druaaista
age... I take
risk.
the
"Doctor, I hardly know," replied the for IS cents m vial. Vor free package adores
fashionable patron. "What la newt"
Prof. Munyon. 53rd A Jefferson Stt. , Phi Isdelphl.. Pa.

of growlnp wheat In the pralrln provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and
Alberta, Western Canada, that many
ohcr products of the zra.a ara overlooked, i nes provinces will alwaya
grow lrne areaa of wheat both
Writ onlcs for his lllnntrsu-spring and winter and the yields will
A man seldom worries about
his im.aU
leave. Watches. Iinlls,' Trlrks, Firing Machine
strerj tblnjf KKICK. Alteberrj
continue to be large, end the general character If his reputation Is good.
Ou Muskiee,Oala
average greater than In any other
portion of the continent. Twenty, thirty, forty, nnd as high as fifty bushels
per acre of wheat to the acre yields
unusual In other parta of the wheat
growing portions of the continent-h- ave
attention,
attracted world-widbut whnt of oats, which yield forty,
fifty and as high as one hundred and
ten bushels per acre nnd carry off the
Sick
world's prlr.e, which, by the way, was
also done by wheat raised in Saskatchewan during last November at
the New York Land Show. And then,
there Is the barley, with its big yields,
and Us excellent samples. Another
E.
money-nink- f
r, and a big one Is flax.
The growing of flax Is extensively car
ried on In Western Canada. The
Appleton, Wis." I take pleasure in writing you
writer has before him a circular isaccount of my sickness. I told a friend of mine
an
u
by
prominent farmer at Saskasued
how
I felt and she said I had female trouble and
toon. The circular deals with the
me to use Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
advised
treatment of seed flax, the seeding
as she had taken it herself fo? the same
Compound,
and harvesting, and attributes yields
trouble with wonderful results. I had been sickly
per
20
acre,
to
of less than
bushels
for two yoars and overworked myself, and had such
later seeding, imperfect and
bad feelings every month that I ooula hardly walk
seed. He sowed twenty-fivfor pain. I was very nervous and easily tired out
pounds of seed per acre and had a
and could not sleep nights. I had dizzy spells, and
yield of twenty-ninbushels per acre.
pimples came on my face. But I have taken your
This will probably disnose of at $2.50
Lvdia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and it has
per acre. Speaking of proper preparestored my health. 1 think it is the best medicine in existence."
ration of seed and cultivation of soli
M l?.iia.JMAm5BJ161 Jawrence St, Appleton, Wis.
and opportune sowing, In the circular
A SCHOOL TEACHER'S GRATITUDE
apoken of there is cited the case of a
Geneva, Iowa. " I have been teaching school for some years and I
miles
Mr. White, living
fourteen
have neglected my health because I was too busy with my work to
south of Rosetown, "who had fifteen
attend to myself properly. I suffered greatly every month and was
acres of summer fallow a year ago
on the verge of a nervous breakdown.
last summer, upon which he produced
" I wrote to you about my condition and took Lydia E. Pinkham's
thirty-threbushels to the acre, when
Vegetable Compound and the Blood Purifier as you recommended.
many in tho district harvested for
These remedies have done wonders for me and I can highly and
want of crop. Now, there can be no
widely recommend them to every suffering womaa" Miss Minnm
proper reason advanced why such a
Shaver, R. F. D. No. 1, Geneva, Iowa, co Sam Erickson.
produced
crop should not have been
on all the lands of the same quality
A COLORADO GIRL'S CASE:
in the adjacent district, provided they
Montrose, Col. " I wa3 troubled very much with irregular periods.
had been worked and cared for in tho
Sometimes two months would elapse. I suffered severe headache,
same manner. This year (1911) the
was weak and nervous, could eat scarcely anything.
w
same man had one hundred acres of
I took both Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and Blood
summer fallow, had something over
Purifier and the result was wonderful. I feel like another person.
" I think your remedies are the best on earth and cannot express
4,800 bushels of wheat. He also had
my thankfulness to you for what they have done to me. I help my
1,800 bushels of oats and 300 bushels
neighbors when they are sick, and I shall always recommend your
of flax."
medicines." Miss Ella MoCakiless, Montrose, CoL
There are the cattle, the horses, the
roots and the vegetable products of
Is it not reasonable to suppose that a medicine that did
Western Canada farms, all of which
much for these girls will benefit any other girl who is
so
individually and collectively deserve
special mention, and they are treated
suffering with the same troubles ?
of In the literature sent out on appliDoes it not seem the only sensible thing to give such a
cation by the Government agents.
-

e

Read About These Three Girls. How
They Were and How Their Health
Was Restored by
Lydia
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

e

During the cold weather we are able
to digest heartier foods and they are
most necessary to keep up the body
heat. An occasional dish, not so rich
Here Is a recipe
in fat, Is relished.
rather unusual:
Marshmallow Grape Juice. Add the
ijulce of a lemon to a quart of grape
Boll
FJuice and sweeten as desired.
with a stick of cinnamon and a few
cloves. Serve hot In glasses with two
raarshmallows In each glass. This Is
a nice hot drink on a cold day.
Mutton In Green Grape Sauce.
of butter
Brown two tablespoontuls
and two of flour In a saucepan; add
salt, pepper and a cup of gravy. As
soon as well blended add a third of
a cup of green grape Jelly. When
melted, lay in a few slices of roast
mutton, and when thoroughly hot add
five tableBpoonfuls of unsweetened
grape Juice, and serve.
Oysters Sauted. Pour a quart of
boiling water over a pint of oysters,
then drain and chop fine. Melt two
of butter, turn In the
oysters and season well; add two tableBpoonfuls of .oiled crackers and
a
of a cup of cream, atlr
and cook Ave minutes. Serve on toast
strips with parsley.
are greatly ImBaked custards
Quit Going Out.
proved by the addition of a few spoonAn Atchison girl began going with
fuls of cocoanut. The same la true of
an Atchison man several yeara ago.
custard pie.
He called about every evening in the
week. Took her to the theater, moving picture shows and dances. They
went buggy riding together, and walking Sunday afternoons. About a year
ago they were married. Since then
HERE are two atonea we may theatergoing baa stopped, a dance la
not dare te cast;
unheard of, and a moving picture abow
The stone of stumbling In our brother'a
an event to the couple. Sunday afterway,
The alond of judgment at our brother's noon walking haa ended, and buggy
paat.
riding belongs to their dead paat.
We. who ourselves like aheep have gone The other day the girl met one of
Hamilton.
astray.
her neighbors who evidently had not
heard of her marriage. She aald to
PRACTICAL POINTS.
the girl: "You have quit going with
that fellow you went with ao long,
During the extremely cold weather haven't youT" Atchison Globe.
tf the clothes pins are put Into a drip-pluPersia Comparatively Temperate.
pan and heated hot. the hanging
In Persia there are no distilleries
out of the clothes will be made much
more comfortable. Do not carry out a nor breweries, and native wine Is the
lull basket, or ail the pins. A second only intoxicating beverage used
three-fourth-

FREE

fear-

fully bad disposition T" asked Mrs.
Shorts oot.
"No," replied Mrs. Leedout "He
has read aomewhere that brainy men
are alwaya cranks and he's trying to
get a reputation."

e
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table-spoonf-

d

WESTERN CANADA FARMERS
COMING
RICH IN ITS

"Isn't your husband getting a

e

lf

one-thir-

Irascibility Explained.

FLAX GROWING
IS PROFITABLE

f

f

"While attending school at Lebanon,
Ohio, in 1882, I became afflicted with

boils,
years,
form
lower
most

which lasted for about two
when the affliction assumed the
of an eczema on my face, the
part of my face being Inflamed
of the time. There would be
water-blister- s
rise up and open, and
wherever the water would touch it
would burn, and cause another one to
rise. After the blister would open,
the place would scab over, and would
burn and Itch so as to be almost unbearable at tims. In this way the
sores would spread from one place to
another, back and forth over tho
wholo of my upper lip and chin, and
at times the whole lower part of my
face would be a solid sore. This condition continued for four or five years,
without getting any better, and in fact
got worse all the time, so much so
that my wife became alarmed lest It
prove fatal.
"During all this time of boils and
eczema, I doctored with the best physicians of this art of the country, but
to no avail. Finally I decided to try
Cutlcura Remedies, which I did, taking tho Cutlcura Resolvent, applying
the Cuticura Ointment to the sores,
and using the Cutlcura Soap for washing. In a vory short time I began to
notice Improvement, and continued to
use the Cuticura Remedies until I was
well again, and have not had a recurrence of the trouble since, which la
over twenty years. I have recommended Cutlcura Remedies to others
ever since, and have great faith In
them as remedies for skin diseases."
(Signed) A. C. Brandon, Attorney-at-Law- ,
Greenville, O., Jan. 17, 1911.
Although Cutlcura Soap and Ointment are Fold everywhere, a samplo
book, will be
of each, with
mailed free on application to "Cutlcura," Dept. L, Boston.
e

Too Far for Business.
"I see King George's uncle is in
New York."
"H'm! That's bad for George."

Plan for Tuberculosis Day.
Sermons on the prevention of consumption will be preached in thousands of churches on April 28, which"
the National Association for the Study
and Prevention of Tuberculosis has
set aside as
day.
Tuberculosis
Last year out of 200,000 churches
In the United States, over 60,000
observed Tuberculosis day, and milwere
lions of churchgoers
told
about this disease from the pulpit This year will be the third
observation of Tuberculosis day. Plans
are being made to have the gospel of
healfli preached
more widely than
ever before. The movement will be
pushed through the 600
associations allied with the national association and through the
boards of health, women's clubs and
other organizations In hundreds of
cities and towns throughout the country. Through these various bodies
the churches will be reached and interested in the tuberculosis campaign.

At the Bank.
"Your huBband has stopped payment
on your alimony check."
"I know It; he no longer loves iue."
PII.ICH ( IIKK1I IN e TO 14 DAYS
Tuur lnuutHt will iMit ml niuDo; If I'AM) OIITT-nj- r
case of luiiiin., BUimL
MhNT falls tn ours
File InoloMdars. 6Ua
SUeea.ua or

The
waitress wears
(etching costume.

a

Write to LYDIA E. PINKHAM MEDICINECO.
taSa (CONFIDENTIAL)
LYNN, 2IASS., for advice.

JfcP-s- F

Your letter will be opened, read and answered
by a woman and held in strict confidence.

THE TRUTH ABOUT BLUING.
Talk No. 11.
The well often runs dry where they
make bottle blue. It's easy to see.
Only a little quantity, say half a cent
or a trifle more. In the double
strength kind and a large bottle of
water and the delusion Is completed.
Buy RED CROSS BALL BLUE. Get
a pure blue. Makes clothes snowy
white ASK YOUR GROCER.
For Instance.
"Pa. what does abnormal mean?"
"Something that is out of the
ary-something
that Is different
from w hat It might be expected to be
an actress who has never applied
for a divorce, for instance."
ordin-

Many who cannot afford 10c cigars are now smoking Lewis' Single
Hinder straight 6c cigar. You pay 10c for cigars not so good.

CENTURY
Before t lu
(Wan hwi

Over Klve Million h'ree Humph

rontitiuit and lmrt'iu-- i
ihn genuine merit Xf

AMMUNITION

(Not Made by a Trust)

one shows a keener appreciation of
Robin Hood Ammunition when he
has once discovered it than the "out-and-ouexperienced hunter.
Mo

"Why so?"

vVha' will he do tf he has occasion
to go and see his uncle?"

medicine at least a trial ? You may be sure that it can do
you no harm, and there are lots of proof that it will do
you much good.
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound lias been the standard remedy for female ills. No one sick with woman's ailments
does justice to herself who will not try this famous medicine, made from roots and herbs, it
has restored so many suffering women to health.

On the Trail.
"Does your fiance know your age,
Lotta?"
"Well, partly." Fllegende Blaetter.
Dr. Pierce's Pellets, amall, sugar-coate- d,
easy to take as candy, regulate and invig-

orate stomach, liver and bowels and cure
constipation.

8ome women are peculiar, and some
others are more so.
A milkman may be as rich as hit
cream and still not be wealthy.

t"

He knows. He is a real critic, and he soon discovers that
ft. H. actually shoots further, gets there quicker, and bits
harder than the kinds he used to think were best.
That's because out' smokeless powders ara made after
special formula that practically eliminates the "kick" and
uses all the force to propel the shot.
Your dealer sells It. H. Shot Shells and Metallic Cartridge.
Writ today for our interfiling booklet.
fiOBIN HOOD AMMUNITION CO.
5th STREKT, SWANTON. VT.

g

Because of tho

ugly, crluty, gray

hair.
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LA CRKOLK" HAIR
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PRICK,

tl.00, retell.

CLOVIS COMMEf

sent the interests of the sovreign
state of New Mexico before the
ct court, District Attorney

Which Indicate

The Th

i

f

1

If you wai
good, well

"The Bank That Accommodates"
i

Local Notes

i

Adams of Portales was
in Clovis Sunday a guest of the
Antlers.

G

Catholic ladies

Incubators & Poultry Supplies at MillerelT-BuchanaHdw. Co.

n

'

En Hard,
of
Chaves County was in Clovis
from Roswell attending court
this week.
Every man's suit in the
L.

C.

ff

house goes at cost during
this Mistake Sale at E. E.
Peoeles Co.
A. Foyil left Thursday for Albuquerque where he will institute a nev, hank Mr. Foyil was
formerly President of the Clovis
National Bank.

Garden tools?

at

Milleren-Buchana- n

Milleren-Buchana-

1--

J. E. Love and H. Austin,
leading merchants of Melrose,
are in the city attending court
this week,
Mr. Bowman, the pioneer carpenter contractor and home-makof Melrose is in the city
attending court.
A. J. Whiting is serving on
the grand jury. Mrs. Whiting
is looking after business at the
store.

served

Owimr to severe

Special ses

throat

Airry coi

las
trou- -

When Yoi.
Postoffice Box 54

1

Mexico

Miss Madge Callaway,
ter of Rev. and Mrs. R.
laway is sk-- With the
and the family is under
tine. This is the first
this epedemic in Clovis
thought no one has been
to this case, and that th

FOR RENT Four room house
near school. Apply to Clovis Furniture Co., or Phone 111.

?sid- -

FOR SALE Four registered
Inquire
Scotch Collie Puppies.

the of H.

Jenkins at the Turf

strict LOST -- Gold ring, engraved leting a ter inlaid in black setting, re- the turn to this office and receive
reward.
-

r

benofuther spread of

J

ease.

2

A.

iHvi

i

Mr. T. Suggs, now of Montana, has returned to Clovis.
Being both good looking, and
yet single, Clovis girls Tnight

ami

left

Coors

ac-i-

Miss Orpha Appleman made a
isit to her parents over Sun- -

s

The Clovis Commercial College
arranging for its formal openSecretary ing and reception
on April 10th.
Christian Prof. Hoering and his faculty
pent seve- - promise Clovis one
of the finest
programs it has enjoyed in many
days. Let everybody come and
return in push for our baby College.
it at the
Dr. D. D, gwearingin made a
,xt
proffesional trip to Tiaban Sunday returning Monday. The Dr.
"
,
drove over in his car.
Mr. Lupfer of the Blacktower
re
community was her Saturday
m making the preliminary arrangements for a new Rural route out
of Covis to take the place of the
J.
Blacktower Post office which was
recently burned. It is the pur- -'
pose of Mr. Stotts the Blacktower post master to ask for a
discontinuance of that office, and
.Ithe people are anxious to get a
route out of Clovis. A good

xt day.

n

Call 85 or E. T. Jernigan & Co.

HAS CHANGED.

Special Attraction at the
Lyceum all next week.

far as

Harvey and Morris is just able of
to be out and about after 10 days
illness.
Remember new goods are thf
arriving daily at E. E. Peoples Co.
The Priscilla Thimble Club
met Monday with Mrs. Richlow.

values at
Hdw. Co.

er

if the death of

Co.

Milliren-Buchana-

0

night at 8 o'clock. Cautious of
their friends would find out their
intentions the young people ar
I angeg the
matter wuh the ac- comodatiing county clerk to is a
sue the licence and have the'
same delivered, all that remain
ed was to get the preacher and
the plan had been carried thru
successfully.
Mr. Lawrence the groom is a
young man of honest business
entegrety. He holds a responsible position with the Santa Fe.

'

Old Timers Are Busy
The experience of the old timers, men who have been
in Clovis since the city was founded,

teaches them
that now is the time to buy property before the
price advances and while they can get such desirable
locations as we are now offering in

The Li

t Addition

greeting friends in the city last

New stock her fain
Hdw. for that

Cooking Utensils,

'A

Davidson's Transfer Co.

Hdw.

n

V
I

Mai1

n.

A wedding of much interest
particularly so to the younger
social set took place at the home
of Mrs. Mollie Morrow, mother

Undertake

hold him.
Mr. and Mrs.
Sherman of
Co.
Slaton, were in Clovis Sunday.
Dr. Swearingen went to
Ben Wright, of Hereford, is
ban
Sunday on profess
in the city.
business.
Mrs. Pabey arrived in Clovis
bee our bpecial counter at last Tuesday. Her husband is
Kandy Kitchen.
lb. fresh employed in the railroad
ser
candy for a dime.
it vice.
J. Leary, of Melrose,
Mr. J 'aimer Hogan, stenog
is in
rapher for Jas. A. Keily, mas-to- r town this week as a grand jurmechanic, left for Houston, or.
Te
to purchase
lturdav
Bob Browning, of Melrose, is
there he in the city, courting.
al of his
W. H. Reece, of Melrose, was

at

Morrow-Hickma-

i

See our nic e line of framed an elegant supper for the B. of
pictures, noting to equal it L. E. dance the 18th. Together
with dinner the next day they
this side of Kansas City.
cleared
about $50.
Clovis Furniture Co.
John B. Ottowa rnd wife are
The Reliable Hardware
in the city the guest of E. E. Store-Mille- ren
& Buchanan.
Bundy and wife. Mrs. Bundy
J. S. Edwards was in town
is a sister of Mrs. Ottowa,
from Slaton this week. Mr.
Watch for E. E. Peoples Edwards is one of Clovis pio
Co. Big Opening.
neers unu his menus were all
glad to see him back among us
of
Owen Woods representative
again.
Company,
the Magnolia Land
is
in
the
Texas Gulf Coast Lands
Headquarters for China
city in the interest of the con- Ware, Kitchen Supplies, etc.,
cern.

to the

large were visitors at the county seat
one of Curry county this week.

For stoves, see Mi Hire
Hdw. Co.
The

there.

'

EDW

Tom Yarborough, of Friona,
and Dan Clayton of Lubbock

n.

R. H.

-'

CLOVIS COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

and Monday.

R. Clark of Roswell is in the
city attending court.
tail, suffice to say, that,
Want Good Hardware? crowd attended and e
had a good time.
Go to MiUeretl-Buchana-

j

cms in

the busine ss wor

J. DeWitt of Melrose was in
Clovis Monday on business.
E. Long, H. Perkins, F. Long
and W.H. Odom, all of this city
attended the dance at Farwel!
last week.
Farmers living near Clovis
hauled to the city fiifteen loads
of broomcorn last Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Naftzger, of
Albuquerque, were in the city

Bank

National

Licence was ordered issued
district attorney K. K. Scott for
saloons at Portales last Wednes
day. It appears that the city of
Portales was incorporated under
the law covering the incorp- oration nf villages.
Recently an official enumer-- I
ation Of the town was made for
the purpose of ascertaining as
to whether or not Portales would
fall under the 650 mark, which
appeared to be necessary to esThe
tablish saloons
saloons will follow.
!

CLOVIS COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

Mrs. W. D. McBee.

The Glovis

00LXJEGE

The entire second floe nf
the Owens Building is now
occupied by the

Scott being detained with
ut at Portales. Attorney
not a strangerin Clovis, he
often appeared before
the local courts, and the people
of Clovis are glad to welcome
him as Assistant District Attorney, and especially since our
honored District Attorney, and
especially since our honored District Attorney, has not seen fit
to appoint a Clovis Attorney to
that position.
Rev. J.B. Cochran, Presiding
Elder of this District of the
Methodist church has spent the
past week in Clovis and surrounding country holding the
Quarterly conferences. He filled
the pulpit of the local Methodist,
church here Sunday night.
Miss Bonnie Freeman and Miss
Effie Maxwell of Portales are
in the city this week visiting

rcasr

Portales to be Classed as
Wet Town.

in Clovis

is

I

During the past I
eeks a number of these old
5 They have bought a num-- :t
timers have been
ber of lots; some
to build homes, while others
bought for inves
it about you? Don't
procrastinate! H
buy some time. Then
get in while you
ice site. Prices as be- fore. Terms to suit purchaser.
1

1

1

The Mansfield-Claiborn- e

Co.,

I

fbeit Addition
Id, Snlea Manager
lo vis. xsew Mexico.

